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ABSTRACT

Yuill, David, P. Ph.D., Purdue University, December 2014. Development of
Methodologies for Evaluating Performance of Fault Detection and Diagnostics Protocols
Applied to Unitary Air-Conditioning Equipment. Major Professor: James E. Braun, Ph.D.,
School of Mechanical Engineering.
This thesis describes the development of standardized methodologies and methods for
evaluating the performance of fault detection and diagnostics (FDD) protocols that are
intended for air-cooled vapor compression unitary air-conditioners. Although there are
currently many FDD protocols available commercially and there are jurisdictions in
which the building codes require FDD, there is currently no standardized method to
determine how effective the FDD might be at detecting and diagnosing faults.

An FDD evaluation method is proposed, in which the evaluator passes data from a large
number of scenarios to a candidate FDD protocol, and collects the response from each
scenario. The possible results for each scenario are: (a) No Response; (b) Correct; (c)
False Alarm; (d) Misdiagnosis; (e) Missed Detection; (f) No Diagnosis. The set of all
responses is organized by considering the impact of the fault on the system’s cooling
capacity and efficiency for each scenario. This is referred to as fault-impact-based
evaluation.

xx
Input data for the evaluation process have been collected from experiments conducted in
several different laboratories in previous research projects. These data have been vetted
and organized into a standardized format that was developed as part of this project. The
data have also been used by a colleague, Howard Cheung, to generate gray-box models,
so that evaluations based on simulation data can be conducted. This approach has several
advantages over using experimental data. The most important of these advantages is that
the finite set of existing experimental data are not sufficient for meaningful evaluation of
FDD performance because they aren’t uniformly distributed throughout the input space.

The evaluation methods are illustrated with case studies of six FDD protocols that are
currently in widespread use. Most of these protocols are found to perform quite poorly,
underscoring the importance of evaluation of FDD protocols. However, the results are
complex and can be difficult to interpret.

To provide more meaningful results, a figure of merit (FOM) is proposed. This FOM
indicates the overall utility of a protocol by analyzing economic considerations from
typical applications. It considers a wide-ranging set of potential FDD deployment
conditions and assigns monetary costs and benefits to them, weighting each with its
probability of occurring. Several case studies are conducted on ten FDD protocols and
they show that one of the protocols is far more valuable than the others.

1

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1

History and Background of FDD in HVAC

Fault detection and diagnostics (FDD) is an area of supervisory control that was
introduced in the 1970s (Himmelblau 1978; Isermann 1984) for use in life-critical
processes such as nuclear power, aerospace, and military applications, in which early
detection of a fault may prevent catastrophic failure. FDD compares sensed data to the
expected values of these data under given operating conditions to determine whether the
data are within the expected ranges, and to determine what might cause them to be out of
range. As the cost of sensors and controllers has decreased, FDD has been applied to
many other engineering processes such as heating, ventilation and air-conditioning
(HVAC), (Breuker and Braun 1998a; Katipamula & Brambley 2005). The objectives of
applying FDD to HVAC are generally to sense subtle faults that degrade performance or
reduce the expected equipment life, since such faults may go unnoticed by equipment
operators until they cause outright equipment failure.

FDD has been applied to many kinds of HVAC equipment, such as chillers (Comstock
and Braun 1999; Reddy 2007; Zhao et al. 2011), cooling coils (Veronica 2010), VAV air
handling systems (Norford et al. 2002; House et al. 1999, Wang et al. 2011) and
packaged air-cooled vapor compression air-conditioning equipment (Rossi and Braun
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1997; Li and Braun 2003, Kim et al. 2008, Armstrong et al. 2006). The latter type of
system, which includes rooftop units and split systems, is the focus of the current report
and will be referred to as a “unitary system”. FDD on systems of this type is of particular
interest for three reasons. The first is that these systems are very widely deployed, used
in most houses and responsible for about 60% of the cooling energy used by commercial
buildings in the US (Feng et al. 2005). The second is that these systems are often
deployed in applications in which the operator does not provide regular maintenance and
may not have the capability to recognize the presence of faults until the system fails
(Roth et al. 2006). Finally, these systems likely have a higher incidence of faults because
of the lack of maintenance and because of installation issues related to lower-cost and
less sophisticated systems (Downey and Proctor 2002, Wiggins and Brodrick 2012). As
a result there are currently several companies that market FDD for unitary systems and
there are equipment manufacturers that are including FDD capabilities in some of their
unitary equipment product lines. Furthermore, the 2013 California Title 24 energy code
(CEC 2012) requires FDD on newly-installed unitary equipment.

When considering which FDD approach to use, or when considering whether a particular
FDD approach meets a code requirement, the obvious question to ask is: how well does
it work? Answering this question is not simple. There is currently no standard method of
evaluating the performance of FDD applied to unitary equipment, and “there are
currently no available military or commercial standards to support a systematic and
consistent approach to assessing the performance and effectiveness” of FDD applied to
engineered systems in general (Vachtsevanos et al. 2006).

3
FDD has the potential to provide significant benefits. Surveys of air-conditioning
systems have found a large fraction to be operating with a fault (Rossi 2004; Downey and
Proctor 2002; Breuker et al. 2000) that can have significant effects on capacity, efficiency
and equipment life. For example, if refrigerant undercharge faults were eliminated from
only the currently deployed residential air conditioners in the US, it is has been estimated
that residential cooling energy consumption would be reduced by 0.1 to 0.2 quad per year,
i.e. 5 to 10% (Roth et al. 2006). However, FDD in unitary equipment is still a somewhat
immature technology, as evidenced by the widely varying approaches used and by the
low rate of adoption. Developing a method to test and evaluate FDD protocols is
expected to help advance the technology in three ways. First, it will allow regulatory
bodies to give meaningful specifications for FDD requirements. Second, it will allow
users of FDD – including equipment manufacturers, facilities operators, utility incentive
managers or equipment owners – to make informed decisions about whether to use FDD
and which protocol will work best for them. Finally, it will aid the development and
improvement of FDD algorithms by providing a measure by which improvements can be
tracked.

1.2

Previous Research on FDD Evaluation

As noted above, there is no existing systematic approach to evaluating the performance
effectiveness of FDD tools. However, several papers describe evaluations of how well a
particular FDD tool works for a specific vapor-compression cycle application. Breuker
(1997) and Breuker & Braun (1998b) studied the accuracy of an FDD tool developed by
Rossi and Braun (1997) when applied to a specific rooftop unit, and methods of tuning
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parameters within the tool to achieve optimal performance. Since this study was closely
related and influential to the development of the current project, it will be reviewed in
detail here.
1.2.1

Breuker (1997)

Breuker’s (1997) study included refrigerant undercharge, condenser airside fouling,
evaporator airside fouling, compressor valve leakage, and liquid line restrictions on a
single rooftop air conditioning unit (RTU). The choice of this set of faults was based
upon examination of the records of an HVAC service company and discussions with
HVAC industry personnel. The intent was to include the faults that are both common and
costly. These faults were imposed in a unit operating in a laboratory and also in a
simulation of the same unit. The unit was operated with the fault types noted above, a
range of fault intensities for each fault, and a range of operating conditions. The FDD
method described by Rossi (1995) and Rossi and Braun (1997) was applied and
compared to the known fault conditions.

Rossi’s (1995) FDD method is a statistical rule-based method. It uses nine temperatures
and a humidity measurement. A steady-state normal model (i.e. a model of the
performance in the absence of faults) uses three inputs – ambient air dry bulb (Tamb),
return air dry bulb (Tra), and return air wet bulb (WBra) – representing the driving
conditions, to predict the output state for the required variables. These output states are
compared to the corresponding measurement values. A set of residuals is generated from
the differences between measured and modeled outputs, and these residuals are used by
the detection classifier to determine whether a fault is present. Then a diagnostic
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classifier uses the residuals to determine the most likely cause (fault type). The detection
classifier is concerned with the magnitude of the residuals to determine the likelihood of
there being a fault present, but the diagnostic classifier looks at the sign (i.e. direction) of
the residuals. A table summarizes the diagnostic classifier rules, using arrows to indicate
whether a measurement is above or below the expected value. This table is reproduced
below.
Table 1-1: Rules for diagnostic classifier (Breuker and Braun 1998).

Table 1-1 uses different nomenclature than is used in the current document. The
nomenclature specific to this table is as follows:
Tevap – refrigerant evaporating temperature
Tsh

– refrigerant suction superheat

Tcond – refrigerant condensing temperature
Tsc

– refrigerant liquid subcooling

Thg

– refrigerant hot gas (compressor outlet) temperature

∆Tca – differential air temperature across condenser coil
∆Tea – differential air temperature across evaporator coil.
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Breuker (1997) evaluated the method of Rossi (1995) in several ways. He considered:
1. The robustness of the diagnostic rules with respect to more extreme operating
conditions, and found that the rules shown in Table 1-1 do not change.
2. The importance of each of the nine measurements for detection and diagnosis of
each fault type; i.e. the sensitivity of the protocol to each input.
3. The performance of the FDD under a multiple-simultaneous-fault scenario. The
protocol is not capable of making multiple simultaneous diagnoses, so this
evaluation tested whether one of the simultaneous faults could be diagnosed, then
addressed, and the protocol re-applied to detect and diagnose the next fault.

Since the method relies on a steady-state model’s outputs, it must have measurements
from a system operating near steady-state. A steady-state detector is required when the
protocol is to be deployed in an automated FDD tool – one in which an operator does not
determine whether a sufficiently steady state has been reached. Breuker (1997) studied
the transient performance of the experimental unit, focusing on the behavior of the nine
input variables after startup. From this study, steady-state detector thresholds were
selected, trading off the effect on detection and diagnosis accuracy against the usability of
the protocol in a real system in which steady state is never truly reached.

Breuker (1997) developed plots that compared steady-state detection (SSD) thresholds,
the fault level and the percentage of operating points that are classified as steady-state.
An example plot is shown in Figure 1-1. This plot shows the trade-off between sensitivity
and usability. In order to avoid false alarms the detection error threshold was relaxed, so
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that below 7% loss of refrigerant no detections are made. The dashed lines show the
percentage of successful diagnoses, each line corresponding to a SSD threshold. The
loosest threshold, the rightmost dashed line, is less sensitive than the others (requiring
about 1% more loss of refrigerant than the others), but it is able to be applied in a much
larger percentage of scenarios.

Figure 1-1: Steady-state detector threshold effect on sensitivity to refrigerant leakage
(Breuker 1997).

The concepts underlying this plot were influential in the development of the evaluation
methods described in the current project. For example, the concept of the first-detected
fault level versus the all-detected fault level. In the case of the 1°F² SSD Threshold in
Figure 1-1, more than 80% (the all-detected level) of cases with refrigerant loss above 11%
are detected, but none of the cases below 8% (the first detected level) are detected. In
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almost 20% of the cases there is no detection or diagnosis, because the system does not
meet the criterion for steady operation. Weighing this outcome against the most sensitive
threshold, SSD Threshold = 0.004°F², in which no detections are missed above 9%
refrigerant loss, but the protocol can only be applied in 35-45% of scenarios, lays bare a
key problem: which is better? There is no simple answer to this question, but answering it
is at the heart of objectives for the current project.

1.2.2

Other FDD Evaluation Research

Reddy (2007a, 2007b) discusses generic evaluation methodologies for assessing different
FDD protocols applied to large chillers. He begins by reviewing past work related to
FDD evaluation: Norford et al. (2000), House et al. (2001) and Dexter and Pakanen
(2001). He goes on to list generic requirements for an evaluation. For example, it is noted
that evaluation should consider implementation costs, site specific criteria, simplicity of
implementation, and other such considerations. Procedures for comparing the fault
detection capabilities of different methods are presented in terms of objective functions,
in which total cost is minimized. A normalized overall FDD score criterion is given as:
𝑁𝑁𝐹𝐹

𝑁𝑁𝐹𝐹

𝑓𝑓=1

𝑓𝑓=1

ΦFDD = ��𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓 ∙ ∆𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓 ∙ (𝑤𝑤𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ∙ 𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝑓𝑓 + 𝑤𝑤𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ∙ 𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝑓𝑓 + 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ∙ 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓 + 𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 ∙ 𝑟𝑟𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢,𝑓𝑓 )�/ ��𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓 ∙ ∆𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓 �

where
f

= index for fault type

Nf = total number of possible faults
Pf = probability of occurrence of fault type f

(1.1)
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∆Ef = extra electric power required to provide cooling due to performance degradation as
a result of fault type f
rcu = correct and unique diagnosis rate expressed as a fraction of the signaled faulty data
rcn = correct but non-unique diagnosis rate
ric = incorrect diagnosis rate
ru = unable to diagnose rate
wcu = weighting factor for correct and unique diagnosis rate
wcn = weighting factor for correct but non-unique diagnosis rate
wic = weighting factor for incorrect diagnosis
wud = weighting factor for inability to diagnose.

The methods presented, such as the score in Eq. 1.1, do not include costs associated with
additional wear on equipment caused by operating under a faulted condition. However, Li
and Braun (2007a) show that this is the most significant economic consideration
associated with faults. Also, values for the key variables appear to have been chosen
somewhat arbitrarily: the fault prevalence and weighting factors. Finally, the energy
penalty values are very small in most cases. Refrigerant undercharge, for example, has
penalties ranging from 0.14% to 0.71%. In contrast, the undercharge penalties in the data
library for the current project are as high as 48% and about half of the tests give a penalty
of 5% or greater, although this library is for air-cooled unitary equipment, and Reddy
(2007a, 2007b) focuses on chillers, which may be less likely to experience largemagnitude undercharge faults.
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Reddy’s (2007a) approach is to set the sensitivity of the protocols so that each gives a
target false alarm rate. The targets are approximately 2.5%, 5%, 7.5% and 10% (of 96
unfaulted tests). He does this to make a fairer comparison across four different protocols.

Castro (2002) also focuses on chillers, and describes a model-based FDD protocol, which
used training data collected over several days. The model allows residuals to be
calculated, and clustering algorithms assign data points to classes representing faulty or
normal operation. To detect the presence of a fault, test data are compared with feature
sets from the clustering, and classification using k-nearest neighbor or k-nearest
prototype is conducted to determine whether the test datum belongs to the faulty or
normal class.

Fault diagnosis is conducted by Castro (2002) using the residuals and a set of rules
similar to the rules from Breuker and Braun (1998) shown in Table 1-1. The rule set is
reduced by considering only the performance indices that are most critical to diagnosis of
each particular fault type. For example, evaporator fouling is diagnosed using only the
refrigerant subcooling and the temperature change of the glycol as it passes across the
evaporator.

Castro (2002) presents the results of a comparison of the FDD’s detection algorithm to
the known state of the system from a set of experimental data. For each fault type and
fault level, the system is run for a full day with samples made each minute. Some of the
data are used as training data and some as evaluation data. The evaluation results are
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presented in a bar chart as percentages detected. Each bar represents one fault type and
intensity. Fault detection success increases with fault intensity, as one would expect. In
most cases the result is either 0 or 100%. For cases in which a fault is detected, the fault
is also diagnosed. The diagnosis is evaluated as correct, unknown, or incorrect. In most
cases the diagnosis is 100% correct, with the exception being liquid line faults, in which
there are many “unknown” results and a few cases misdiagnosed as undercharged.

Wray and Siegel (2002) examined three superheat-based approaches for diagnosing
charge faults in residential air-conditioners. Four fixed-orifice air-conditioners at existing
homes were tested by commercial HVAC service technicians, then charge was added if
needed, and the system was retested. One of the three diagnostics was assumed to be
correct and was used as the reference value. A number of problems arose so some of the
test data were lost or couldn’t be relied upon. It was concluded that further development
of charge diagnostics is needed.

Norford et al. (2000) compared two FDD approaches for air handling units (AHU) using
AHU that are installed in a research center with a mock-up of a typical light commercial
building. The purpose was largely to aid in development of the FDD methods, rather than
to compare the performance of the methods. One method was based on models and used
typical sensor data, and the second method used only electrical power measurements. The
methods each required training data, and a limited number of faults were imposed at fault
levels that were included in the training data. When the training data were not provided
the diagnostic ability of the approaches was degraded significantly. One observation
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made by Norford et al. (2000) is that it is very difficult to make a quantitative comparison
of FDD methods.

Kim & Braun (2013) evaluate the performance of a virtual refrigerant charge (VRC)
sensor. Although a charge sensor is not, strictly, an FDD tool, if a threshold is imposed
(e.g. 10% undercharge), the virtual sensor could be used as an FDD tool for charge faults.
Kim & Braun (2013) evaluate the VRC developed by Li & Braun (2006a, 2009). They
compare the predicted charge level to the known charge level (from gravimetric
measurement) for 15 air conditioners tested in laboratories. Root mean square (RMS)
deviation for the data set is used to quantify performance for different configurations of
the VRC sensor (with and without training data to tune parameters). Some enhancements
to the original methods are made, resulting in RMS errors as low as 4%. For the untuned
(i.e. untrained) VRC sensor the RMS error is 14%. The presence of an accumulator is
found to be detrimental for the performance of the VRC sensor.

1.3

Literature Related to Fault Effects

A review has been made of research related to the effects of faults on system
performance, with a particular emphasis on experimental results. The papers reviewed
and the findings and conclusions of this review are presented in section 4.2 of this thesis.
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1.4

Terminology

To propose a standardized method where no other such method exists, it is essential to
include clearly defined terminology. The terms associated with FDD evaluation, and even
with FDD in general, are not consistently used in the literature or may not exist because
of the relative novelty of the topic. The terms in Table 1-2 will imply the associated
definitions within this document. Some of these terms will be described or defined more
formally or quantitatively in the appropriate sections of this document.

Table 1-2: List of terms related to evaluation of FDD for unitary systems and proposed
definitions for these terms.
Term
FDD
Fault
Fault
detection
Fault
diagnosis
Fault
isolation

Fault
assessment

Fault
impact

Definition
Within this document, FDD typically refers to FDD protocols that are
intended for application to unitary systems
A condition that causes a degradation of performance within the unitary
system, but allows the system to continue operation
Detection of an abnormal operating condition without specification of the
type or level of the fault
Fault diagnosis consists of two processes: fault isolation and fault
assessment
The component of diagnosis in which the location or type of fault is
identified
A quantification of the significance or severity of the fault. This may be
expressed as a fault intensity, a fault impact, or in broader terms, such as
“low charge”, “very low charge”, etc. In the literature there are two other
terms that are often used to mean the same thing. One term is “fault
identification”. Since “identification” has a similar meaning to “isolation”,
this term is avoided. A more commonly used term is “fault evaluation”. In
the context of FDD evaluation, using the term “fault evaluation” may
confuse discussions, so this term is also avoided.
The effect caused by a fault on a variable of interest, such as capacity,
EER, subcooling, supply air temperature, cost, thermal comfort, etc.
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Table 1-2: Continued.

Fault impact
ratio (FIR)
Fault
intensity
Fault level

Failure

Protocol
Unitary
system

A ratio that quantifies the effect of a fault on system performance. It is
calculated as the capacity or COP divided by the capacity or COP that the
system would give under the same driving conditions if no fault were
present.
The fault level expressed with reference to physical measurements, such
as percentage undercharge, which references mass.
A qualitative expression to indicate the severity of a fault without
specifically associating it with fault intensity or fault impact
A condition that causes a system or subsystem to cease performing its
intended function. This is sometimes referred to as a “hard fault” in the
literature.
Within this document, protocol refers to the algorithm contained in an
FDD method, and to the types and format of inputs and outputs from the
FDD method.
Within this document, unitary system refers to a direct-expansion aircooled vapor compression air conditioner operating in the cooling mode.

1.5

Objectives of This Project

The overall objective was to develop a method to evaluate the performance of FDD
protocols that are applied to single-speed unitary HVAC equipment that is operating in
nominal steady-state. To achieve this objective, the following specific goals were
addressed:
1. Review literature to determine whether methods for evaluating FDD performance
exist in other fields, such as process control, nuclear, military or aerospace
engineering.
2. Gather a data library of laboratory measurements of unitary systems operating
with and without faults imposed, and operating across a representative range of
operating conditions. This database is intended to provide inputs for tests of FDD
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protocol accuracy, so the data needed to be vetted for accuracy and organized into
a standardized format.
3. Augment the data library with simulation data generated with a model that was
developed by Cheung and Braun (2013a, 2013b) and validated by Yuill et al.
(2014a).
4. Develop a methodology for evaluating FDD protocols
5. Develop performance metrics to make sense of the raw outputs given by the
evaluation methodology.
6. Develop a simplified figure of merit for FDD protocols
7. Demonstrate the methodology, and show some typical results, using protocols that
are currently in common use.

1.5.1

Motivation

Many FDD protocols have been developed for use in unitary systems, and they are being
used commercially and included in building codes in some jurisdictions. For example,
Title 24 – 2013 (CEC 2012), the current building energy code of California, requires the
use of diagnostics to charge and to check the charge level of all new residential air
conditioners, and additional requirements or credits for diagnostics in a broad range of
equipment types.

One serious problem with inclusion of FDD in codes and standards is that no
performance requirement has been specified because no methods of quantifying
performance exist. The results of the current work, therefore, are expected to have a
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strong positive impact, in that the evaluation methodologies will allow performance
specifications to be written into codes and standards. The evaluation methodology is also
expected to benefit developers of FDD protocols, by giving them metrics by which to
sense improvements in their methods, and to highlight which general FDD approaches
are more successful. Finally, an evaluation methodology and performance metrics will
allow quantification of the benefits of FDD, illuminating the potential for FDD to provide
cost-effective methods for improving equipment performance and reducing operating
costs and energy consumption. All of these effects can be reasonably expected to spur
adoption of FDD, which is likely to benefit both users and purveyors of FDD tools.
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CHAPTER 2. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

2.1

Overview

Several approaches to evaluating the effectiveness of FDD protocols have been
developed and considered. There are significant challenges to evaluating FDD because
there are so many approaches to conducting FDD, using different inputs, giving different
outputs, and having varied objectives. One major division is between protocols intended
to be used in maintenance and installation work (typically run on a handheld device), and
protocols intended to be used in a permanently-installed onboard application (automated
FDD). The focus of this project is on the former – handheld devices – but much of the
evaluation methodology could be applied to the latter. This project also focuses on FDD
methods that are based on steady-state measurements from unitary equipment operating
in cooling mode. Some FDD protocols that rely on steady-state inputs include a module –
the steady-state detector – that checks the inputs to determine when a tolerably steady
condition has been achieved. The current evaluation method does not test the capabilities
or effectiveness of the steady-state detector. The evaluation method also does not directly
characterize the relationship between protocol’s ability to perform accurately and the
presence of random errors in the input data. Finally, this project is limited to evaluating
FDD protocols in single-fault scenarios; i.e. scenarios in which multiple simultaneous
faults are not present.
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Another challenge in evaluating FDD is that the benefits and costs associated with
applying FDD vary for potential applications of a given FDD tool. For something as
complex as FDD, ideally an evaluation provides a simple output. A single-number figure
of merit has been developed to meet this need, and is described in Chapter 7. Its value
depends on fault prevalence, which is currently not well understood. Some of the
performance metrics proposed in this project provide output based on the performance
degradation caused by faults. This allows flexibility in using the evaluation results for a
wide range of expected scenarios. The overall method of evaluation is summarized in the
current chapter, and will be described in greater detail within the context of case studies
in Chapter 6. A description of the calculation of the figure of merit is presented in
Chapter 7. It is illustrated using assumed fault prevalence profiles that can be replaced
when more reliable fault prevalence data become available.

2.2

Evaluation Approach Summary

The approach to evaluation of FDD protocols is to feed a set of data to each protocol and
observe the responses, collecting and categorizing them to develop summary statistics.
The data represent typical conditions that an FDD tool may encounter:
(1)

Several different systems with different properties, such as configuration,
refrigerant type, SEER rating, and expansion device type

(2)

A range of ambient and indoor thermal conditions

(3)

Different types of faults, or with no fault

(4)

Different intensities of fault
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For each test case (a single combination of the conditions above) the protocol gives a
response. These responses are tallied and organized to give statistics that reflect the
overall utility of the protocol. The evaluation process is summarized in Figure 2-1.

Input Data

Raw Results

Input Scenarios

Ref. temperatures & pressures

No response

Fault Types & Intensities

Air temperatures and humidity

Unitary System(s)

Power (compressor and total)

Driving Conditions

Superheat & Subcooling

Missed Detection

Equipment Specifications

Misdiagnosis

Correct
FDD Protocol

False Alarm

Figure 2-1: General evaluation method.

The following subsections describe the components of the evaluation method in greater
detail.

2.2.1

Faulted and Unfaulted Operation

Faults are conditions that affect performance negatively and they have some level of
severity. In this project we have developed two ways to characterize this level of severity.
The first is Fault Intensity (FI), which is related to measureable quantities. For example,
a 20% undercharge. The second is Fault Impact Ratio (FIR), which is related to
equipment performance, and is tied to either capacity or COP. For example, when
FIRCOP = 95%, it says that the equipment is operating at 95% of its maximum efficiency
under a given set of driving conditions. Each of these terms – FI and FIR – is formally
defined in Chapter 4.
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There is not a direct relationship between FI and FIR. This means that it is possible to
have faults that have some FI, but with no measureable degradation of performance. This
raises the question of how do we draw a distinction between faulted and unfaulted
operation. For the evaluation method developed in this project the answer is that we
consider FIR, because the equipment performance is generally what equipment operators
and users of FDD are concerned with. This leads to another question, which is: how
much performance degradation constitutes faulted operation? Our approach is to leave
this as a variable quantity, using FIR thresholds to draw the distinction between faulted
and unfaulted. We evaluate each protocol at several thresholds so that a user of the
results can choose the threshold he or she considers appropriate. If the FIR threshold is
99%, it means that test cases with FIR above this threshold are considered to be unfaulted,
regardless of the FI. This threshold concept is important in the consideration of False
Alarms, described below.

When rating performance using the figure of merit (FOM) described in Chapter 7, the
concept of an FIR threshold becomes a moot point, because the FOM tallies the value of
individual FDD outputs based upon the economic consequences of addressing faults that
are detected and diagnosed. Addressing a minor fault will have costs and minor benefits,
while addressing a major fault will have costs and major benefits. There is no need to
draw a distinction between the two. This is explained fully in Chapter 7.
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2.3

Test Case Outcomes

When FDD is applied, there are six possible outcomes with respect to fault isolation:
•

No response – the FDD protocol cannot be applied for a given input scenario, or
does not give an output because of excessive uncertainty.

•

Correct – the operating condition, whether faulted or unfaulted, is correctly
identified

•

False alarm – no significant fault is present, but the protocol indicates the
presence of a fault. Specific criteria are provided to determine whether a fault is
significant. These criteria are based upon performance and also upon avoidance of
compressor damage. Specifically, a False Alarm is indicated when the protocol
gives a response that a fault is present and
a. the fault’s impacts on capacity and efficiency are both below a given
threshold (i.e. FIRcapacity and FIRCOP are both above the threshold);
b. the system is not overcharged by 5% or more
c. the suction superheat is within the range 1°F – 36°F
The special requirement in bullet b. is included for the following reason. An
overcharged system may have a significant fault, but no significant impact on
capacity or COP. Consider the example case of a system that is 10% overcharged,
but has no significant degradation of capacity or COP. An equipment operator
may want to know about the overcharge, since it can be associated with reduction
of compressor life, even though it doesn’t impact the current performance of the
equipment. To address this situation, if the refrigerant is overcharged by more
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than 5% the system is considered faulted, even if the fault impact is below the
given threshold.

•

Misdiagnosis – a significant fault is present, but the protocol misdiagnoses what
type of fault it is. Misdiagnoses are grouped according to their impacts on
capacity and efficiency. For a Misdiagnosis two criteria are met:
i. Data library indicates the presence and intensity of a fault
ii. Protocol indicates the presence of a different type of fault.

•

Missed Detection – a significant fault is present, but the protocol indicates that no
fault is present. Missed Detections are also grouped according to their impacts on
capacity and efficiency. For a Missed Detection two criteria are met:
i. Data library indicates the presence and intensity of a fault
ii. Protocol indicates that the system has no fault.

•

No Diagnosis – the protocol correctly detects the presence of a fault, but does not
provide a diagnosis of the type of fault. For a No Diagnosis two criteria are met:
i. Data library indicates the presence and intensity of a fault
ii. Protocol gives a No Diagnosis response.

To evaluate an FDD protocol using this taxonomy, one feeds it multiple input scenarios,
each of which gives one of these test outcomes. Test outcomes for No Response, False
Alarm, Misdiagnosis, Missed Detection, and No Diagnosis are gathered and expressed as
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rates, using percentages. Test outcome 2 – Correct – is implied by the other outcomes.
The rate calculations are provided here and demonstrated within the description of the
Case Study in Chapter 6.

2.3.1

Test Case Outcome Rate Calculations

In rate calculations, the numerator is the number of test cases that have a given test
outcome (one of the six listed above). The denominator for each test outcome rate is
described below. Each denominator is defined based on determining a meaningful rate.
The denominators include only the cases that could apply to each type of outcome. For
example, a Misdiagnosis can’t be made on a test in which no fault is present, so only
those cases determined to be faulted are included in the denominator for Misdiagnosis
rate. (If a protocol indicates a fault when none is present, this is a False Alarm, not a
Misdiagnosis). Thus, the potential range is from 0% to 100% for each outcome rate.

The details of the rate calculations are given in Table 2-1 to Table 2-5.

Table 2-1: No response.
Numerator

Number of cases that meet the “No Response” criteria

Denominator Total number of test cases
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Table 2-2: False alarm.
Numerator

The number of cases that meet the “False Alarm” criteria

Denominator The number of cases in which the fault impacts are below a specified
threshold, the unit is less than 5% overcharged, the suction superheat is
in the range 1°F – 36°F, and for which the protocol gives a response

Table 2-3: Misdiagnosis.
Numerator

The number of cases that meet the “Misdiagnosis” criteria

Denominator The number of cases that meet the following criteria:
i.

Data library indicates the presence and intensity of a fault

ii.

Protocol indicates that the system has a fault

Table 2-4: Missed Detection.
Numerator

The number of cases that meet the “Missed Detection” criteria

Denominator The number of cases in which three criteria are met:
i.

Experimenter indicated the presence and intensity of a fault

ii.

Protocol gives a response

Table 2-5: No Diagnosis.
Numerator

The number of cases that meet the “No Diagnosis” criteria

Denominator The number of cases in which three criteria are met:
i.

Data library indicates the presence and intensity of a fault

ii.

Protocol gives a response

2.4

Evaluator Software

Software has been developed to execute the evaluation method described in the preceding
section. A schematic diagram showing the flow of information is shown in Figure 2-2.
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The software was developed in Matlab. One version, FDD Evaluator 0.1.4 includes the
complete data library of experimental data. This version is publicly available and has
been downloaded and installed my several users. A second version, FDD Evaluator 1.2.0,
contains the simulation data library. It is not being distributed. Instead, a web-based
version is in development: FDD Evaluator 2.0.
Evaluator Main Program

Data Library
• Multiple units
• Measurement Data
• Simulation Data
• Fault type, intensity, etc.
• Information about unit
(refrigerant, expansion
type, rated SC, etc.)

Evaluator
Pre Processing
Internal Data

External Data
• Temperatures
• Pressures
• Power
• etc.

• Fault type
• Fault Intensity
• FIR

FDD Protocol
Processing
Input Data Analyzed

• No Response
• Correct
• False Alarm
• Missed Detection
• Misdiagnosis

Evaluator
Post Processing
• Rates (%No
Response, %False
Alarm, etc.)
• Fault-Impact
categorizations
• Summaries

Protocol Outputs
• No Response
• Fault Free
• Undercharge
• Overcharge
• etc.

Figure 2-2: Schematic diagram showing the flow of information in the FDD Evaluator
software.

FDD Evaluator 0.1.4 has a user-interface, as shown in Figure 2-3. It has been packaged
into a self-extracting software package for Windows-based computers. The installation
file currently can be downloaded from the following address:
www.tinyurl.com/FDDeval014
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Figure 2-3: User-interface for FDD Evaluator 0.1.4.

FDD Evaluator 0.1.4 allows the user to select any or all of nine air-conditioning units,
any or all fault types, and any range of operating conditions. These selections act as
filters. Selecting “ALL” units and faults, and leaving the default operating conditions will
allow the program to use all 607 test scenarios in the data library (this library is described
in section 3.2 of this thesis). There are error messages if the selections are so restrictive
that no tests meet the criteria. The interface also has a table that shows information about
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the units, so that a user could, for example, only study units that use R410A as a working
fluid. The program contains eight built-in protocols that can be examined. These include
four California Title 24 RCA protocols and four additional protocols that are described in
CHAPTER 6 of this thesis. When the program is run, it generates plots showing the rates
of False Alarm, Misdiagnosis, Missed Detection, and No Diagnosis. It also generates a
table that contains all of the numerical data from these plots, as well as the number of
tests included in the evaluation and the No Response rate. An example of the table is
shown in Figure 2-4. The plots generated are similar to the plots shown in the case
studies of CHAPTER 6.
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Figure 2-4: FDD Evaluator 0.1.4 evaluation output table.

2.4.1

FDD Evaluator 1.2.0

Besides using simulation data in place of experimental data, version 1.2.0 of the software
has one additional type of output: a confusion plot. A confusion plot is a graphical
representation of a confusion matrix (sometimes referred to as a “contingency plot” or
“error matrix” in the field of machine learning). It shows how the protocol was confused;
whether, for example, the protocol frequently diagnosed charge faults for liquid line
restrictions. Confusion plots will be shown and further described in Chapter 6.
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2.4.2

FDD Evaluator 2.0

Version 2 of the software is web-based. Its implementation of the FDD evaluation
methodology is the same as version 1.2.0, but it includes several additional key features
described in the following sections. Version 2.0 uses a different user-interface (UI) than
previous versions, since it is web-based and is run from a .NET assembly. The
calculation engine was developed in Matlab and requires some advanced calculation
features that Matlab provides. Therefore, Matlab and the evaluator software have been
compiled into a generic DLL that can be run without a Matlab license. This allows the
web site to be hosted on any site, regardless of whether a Matlab license is available. It is
expected that the site will be hosted on Purdue web servers for the foreseeable future.

2.4.2.1 Interface Capability
The web-based version can interface with a developer’s candidate FDD tool using a set of
generic information exchange protocols. This facilitates testing and development of FDD
tools without requiring participation by Purdue researchers. The generic information
exchange, using comma separated values, allows any user to use the software, regardless
of their operating system or the platform upon which their FDD runs. The process works
as follows:
i.

The developer initiates an evaluation, sending a request for specific types
of input data (for example, subcooling, Tamb, expansion device type,
refrigerant type, etc.)
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ii.

FDD Evaluator 2.0 prepares a set of input data for a set of scenarios that
spans the range of conditions requested by the developer. It sends this set
of data to the developer.

iii.

The developer sends back responses for each of the scenarios

iv.

FDD Evaluator 2.0 evaluates the FDD’s performance and displays figures
and tables to characterize the performance.

2.4.2.2 Security
There is a potential for the methods described in this thesis to be used by regulatory
bodies or for the results of evaluations to be used in marketing for specific FDD tools. If
an FDD developer had access to the data library, he could set up a recognition routine in
which the FDD gives the known correct response for each recognized input scenario. In
this way he could game an evaluation (achieve good results regardless of the efficacy of
the FDD approach). If there is an incentive for doing well in an evaluation, it is important
to guard against the possibility of gaming. Therefore, several sophisticated security
features have been built into the web-based evaluator. Some of these will not be
described here, in order to preserve their effectiveness.

One simple feature is that the site cannot be queried repeatedly without human instigation
of each query. This is accomplished using a Completely Automated Public Turing test to
tell Computers and Humans Apart (CAPTCHA) device. Upon passing the CAPTCHA
portal, a unique identifier is associated with each query. The developer may delay
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sending back a response (step iii, above) for any amount of time, but can only do so once.
This prevents using a repeated automated query and tuning the responses until they
achieve acceptable results.

A similarly simple feature is that the order of the scenarios is randomized for each
evaluation. The unique identifier is associated with the randomization mapping. This also
addresses the concern of repeated queries with minor changes.

The more complex security features address issues related to securing the site from
hacking.

2.4.2.3 Scalability
The evaluator software does not currently have the capability to calculate the Figure of
Merit (FOM) described in Chapter 7. This calculation requires a large number of inputs
and assumptions. The web-based evaluator contains a feature to allow a user to upload a
generic file, which could contain the required parameters and inputs for FOM calculation.
The Matlab calculation engine can be updated and replaced fairly easily to update the
evaluation functionality without needing to modify the website.
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CHAPTER 3. DATA

3.1

Introduction

The first part of the FDD evaluation methodology is to feed data to the candidate FDD
tool. There are two current methods and one method in development by which data are
supplied. The first is to use a library of experimental data that has been collected, vetted,
augmented, and organized. The second is to use a library of simulation data that have
been generated by models that were trained with the experimental data library. The
method in development is to use inverse models that are trained with the simulation data
library. The experimental data library is described and in this chapter. In CHAPTER 5 the
simulation data library is described and a discussion is presented regarding the merits of
using simulation data for FDD evaluation. The approach of using inverse models
currently in development is also described and justified.

3.2

Experimental Data Library

A body of data from laboratory experiments on 19 units was gathered and examined. Ten
of these units were deemed unsuitable for use in the data library, for reasons described
below. Each remaining unit is a single-speed air-to-air vapor-compression air-conditioner.
These units were tested at (a) Herrick Laboratories; (b) NIST’s Building and Fire
Research Laboratory; (c) Southern California Edison’s Refrigeration and Thermal Test
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Center; and (d) Pacific Gas and Electric’s Thermal/Flow Test Facility. These data were
processed for use in evaluations, as described below, then compiled into a data library.

A summary of the properties of the test units in the data library is shown in Table 3-1.
This table shows the properties of each of the 9 units within the library and the number of
tests conducted with each type of fault condition. Abbreviations are used for the fault
conditions: undercharge (UC), overcharge (OC), evaporator airflow (EA), condenser
airflow (CA), liquid line restriction (LL), non-condensables in the refrigerant (NC), and
compressor valve leakage (VL). The table also shows the range of ambient temperatures
covered by the tests.

Table 3-1: Summary of test cases in experimental data library.

Note 1: RTU 2 is a split system named with a previous naming convention.

3.2.1

Data Processing

Before the gathered sets of experimental data could be used in evaluation of FDD
protocols, they needed to be processed. The first step in data processing is determining
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what the measurements represent and what conditions were present during testing. The
experimenters used their own abbreviations to describe each measurement, so
investigations were often required to determine what might be meant by a variable name
such as P_1, for example. Each of the measurement types were matched to a standard
variable naming system, shown in Table 3-2.

Table 3-2: Standard variable names used in evaluator input data library.
Variable ID
T_RA

IP Units
[°F]

Description
Return Air dry bulb temperature (evaporator inlet)

DP_RA

[°F]

Return Air dewpoint temperature (evaporator inlet)

WB_RA

[°F]

Return Air wet bulb temperature (evaporator inlet)

RH_RA

[%]

Return Air relative humidity (evaporator inlet)

T_SA

[°F]

Supply Air dry bulb temperature (evaporator outlet)

DP_SA

[°F]

Supply Air dewpoint temperature (evaporator outlet)

WB_SA

[°F]

Supply Air wet bulb temperature (evaporator outlet)

RH_SA

[%]

Supply Air relative humidity (evaporator outlet)

T_amb

[°F]

Ambient air dry bulb temperature

P_LL

[psia]

Liquid line pressure

T_LL

[°F]

Liquid line temperature

P_suc

[psia]

Suction pressure

T_suc

[°F]

Suction temperature

P_dischg

[psia]

Compressor discharge pressure

T_dischg
Power

[°F]
[W]

Compressor discharge temperature
Total electrical power of system

T_air_ce

[°F]

Condenser exiting air temperature

T_sat_e

[°F]

Refrigerant saturation temperature in the evaporator

T_sat_c

[°F]

Refrigerant saturation temperature in the condenser

Power_comp

[W]

Compressor power

Fault

[-]

Experimenter’s identified fault type (or unfaulted)

Q_ref

[Btu/hr]

Refrigerant side capacity

Q_air

[Btu/hr]

Air-side capacity

SHR

[-]

Sensible Heat Ratio

COP

[-]

Coefficient of performance

SH

[°F]

Suction Superheat
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Table 3-2: Continued.
SC

[°F]

Subcooling

m_ref

[lbm/min]

Refrigerant mass flow rate

Chrg

[lbm]

Mass of refrigerant charge

Chrg%

[%]

Charge as a percentage of nominally correct charge

V_i

[CFM]

Indoor coil volumetric airflow rate

V_i_nom

[CFM]

Nominal indoor coil volumetric airflow rate

V_i_%

[%]

Indoor coil volumetric airflow rate as percentage of nominal

V_o

[CFM]

Outdoor coil volumetric airflow rate

V_o_nom

[CFM]

Nominal outdoor coil volumetric airflow rate

V_o_%

[%]

Outdoor coil volumetric airflow rate as a percentage of nominal

Blk%

[%]

Portion of outdoor coil blocked

LL restr.

[psia]

Pressure loss through liquid line restriction

NonCond

[lbm/lbm]

Mass fraction of non-condensables in the refrigerant

NonCond%

[%]

Mass of non-condensables as a percentage of reference mass

VlvLeak

[lbm/min]

Compressor hot-gas bypass mass flow rate

VlvLeak

[%]

Compressor hot-gas bypass mass flow rate as % of total mass flow

FIRcapacity

[%]

Fault Impact Ratio for capacity

FIRCOP

[%]

Fault Impact Ratio for COP

System information was also gathered, to include any available data of the types shown
in Table 3-3. For some systems, some of these data were not available.

Table 3-3: System information gathered for data library.
Variable ID
Expansion Type

Description

Manufacturer

Expansion valve type (TXV, FXO or EEV)
Manufacturer

Model (indoor)

Model of indoor unit (for split systems)

Model (outdoor)

Split system outdoor unit model or RTU model

Nominal Capacity

Nominal Capacity (tons)

Refrigerant

Refrigerant

Operating Mode

Cooling or heating

Compressor Type

Reciprocating, scroll, etc.
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Table 3-3: Continued.
Compressor Model

Compressor Model

Target SC

Target subcooling rate (for TXV systems)

EER

Energy efficiency ratio

SEER

Seasonal energy efficiency ratio

C1 to C10

Compressor map coefficients

Most data had been averaged over a steady operating period by the experimenter. These
data were used, where available. In cases where time-series data were the only data
available, the data were plotted and averaged over a manually-determined period using a
Matlab program written for this purpose.

The data were put into consistent units and form, such as converting EER to COP, psig to
psia, SI units to IP, kW to W, etc. Moist air properties are presented using wet-bulb,
dewpoint and relative humidity. For each test, the available psychrometric indicator was
used to calculate the remaining indicators, using EES (Klein 2012). Other calculated
values include:
•

Fault intensities (FI)

•

Sensible heat ratio (SHR)

•

Superheat

•

Subcooling

•

Fault impact ratio (FIR)

The last of these calculations – FIR – is described in the next section.
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3.2.2

Fault Intensity Ratio (FIR) and Normal Model

Fault intensity ratio (FIR) relates the performance (capacity or efficiency) of a system at a
given operating condition to the performance that would occur with no fault at the same
operating condition. It is formally defined in Eq. 3.1.

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢

𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢

.

(3.1)

The faulted value comes from a measurement. For most of the systems in the data library
the unfaulted value comes from a normal model. The normal model is an inverse model
developed from tests conducted with no fault present. Each system has its own normal
model.

Researchers that have conducted experiments to quantify fault effects have typically used
direct comparison to determine fault impact; i.e. they have conducted tests with and
without faults at the same driving conditions. There are three important advantages to
using the normal model approach:
(1)

Matching the operating conditions – ambient dry bulb, indoor dry bulb and indoor
wet bulb – exactly is very difficult, but performance is sensitive to the operating
conditions.

(2)

In some cases experimenters didn’t have unfaulted tests that corresponded to the
conditions of a faulted test, or the unfaulted test had problems and needed to be
eliminated.
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(3)

The normal model, which is based on multiple test points, reduces or eliminates
the random error for the unfaulted values used in the FIR calculation

3.2.3

Construction of the Normal Models

A normal model is a multiple linear regression of the driving conditions. It predicts
capacity or COP, as shown in Eqs. 3.2 and 3.3, where the coefficients αi and βi are found
using a least squares approach. The normal model is developed using unfaulted tests
(those with no faults imposed), so that it can be used to assess what the capacity or COP
degradation is for faulted tests at any given condition.

2
2
𝑄𝑄 = 𝛼𝛼0 + 𝛼𝛼1 ∙ 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 + 𝛼𝛼2 ∙ 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
+ 𝛼𝛼3 ∙ 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 ∙ 𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 + 𝛼𝛼4 ∙ 𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 + 𝛼𝛼5 ∙ 𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
.
2
2
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽1 ∙ 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 + 𝛽𝛽2 ∙ 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
+ 𝛽𝛽3 ∙ 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 ∙ 𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 + 𝛽𝛽4 ∙ 𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 + 𝛽𝛽5 ∙ 𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
.

(3.2)

(3.3)

For wet-coil cases, the two external driving conditions are ambient air dry bulb and return
air wet bulb temperature. For dry-coil cases, the two driving conditions are ambient dry
bulb and return air dry bulb. To use a single two-input model (as shown in Eqs. 3.2 and
3.3) to represent both dry- and wet-coil cases, an approach has been followed in which a
fictitious return air wet bulb temperature, wbra,f , is used in place of the actual return air
wet bulb temperature, wbra for all dry-coil cases (see Brandemuehl (1993) for details).
This wbra,f is calculated using an iterative approach that involves a bypass factor (BF).
BF indicates the fraction of air that would need to bypass an ideal coil, 𝑚𝑚̇𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 /𝑚𝑚̇𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 , to

give equivalent performance to the real coil. Using energy and mass balances and
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psychrometric relationships, BF can also be expressed in terms of specific enthalpies, h,
or humidity ratios, ω, as shown in Eq. 3.4.

𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 =

𝑚𝑚̇𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 − ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝜔𝜔𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 − 𝜔𝜔𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
=
=
.
𝑚𝑚̇𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 − ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
𝜔𝜔𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎 − 𝜔𝜔𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

(3.4)

For a wet coil condition, the air leaving an ideal coil will have a dewpoint temperature
equal to the surface temperature of the coil – the apparatus dewpoint (adp). In the
fictitious wet bulb approach, BF is iteratively varied until the enthalpy calculations of Eq.
3.4 give the same result as the humidity ratio calculations with an assumption of 100%
relative humidity for the air at the apparatus dewpoint.

The BF values calculated for the wet coil cases are averaged, and this average is then
used to calculate sensible heat ratios for each dry coil test using Eq. 3.5. In Eq. 3.5, ωadp
is calculated using Eq. 3.4, and the fictitious return air enthalpy, hra,f, is varied until SHR
converges to 1.0. Finally, the fictitious wet bulb, wbra,f , is calculated from hra,f and Tra
and is used in Eqs. 3.2 and 3.3 for any dry coil cases in the data set.

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 =

ℎ(𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 , 𝜔𝜔𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 ) − ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
.
ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟,𝑓𝑓 − ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

This approach is described in more detail by Brandemuehl (1993).

(3.5)
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An example of a normal model for RTU-3, showing the model of COP (mesh surface)
and the measurement data (spheres) is shown in Figure 3-1.

Figure 3-1: Measurement data and normal model of COP for RTU-3.

Surfaces like the one in Figure 3-1 have been generated for COP and for capacity for
each system with sufficient data. These are shown in Appendix A.

During model validation, the measured unfaulted cases (the basis for the model) are
compared with model outputs for the same set of conditions. The capacity and COP are
compared, and normalized residuals calculated. For example, Eq. 3.6 shows the
calculation for capacity.
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𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 =

𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 − 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
.
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

(3.6)

An example plot, showing the residuals for the normal model of capacity for RTU 3, is
shown in Figure 3-2. This plot indicates the level of scatter for this unit, which is typical
for a laboratory-tested unit. The dry coil and wet coil data are shown separately to
illuminate any difference that could be caused by problems associated with the fictitious
wet-bulb approach to model generation. The wet and dry coil cases are very similarly
distributed, indicating that this modeling approach hasn’t introduced any obvious bias or
scatter error. The dry coil cases are associated with lower-capacity cases on average, as
one would expect because unitary system capacity decreases with decreasing indoor
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humidity.
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Figure 3-2: Normal model residuals as a function of capacity for RTU 3.
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3.2.4

Data Vetting

It is important that each input to the evaluation represent a realistic scenario in each of the
parameters measured. If a single parameter is flawed (suction superheat, for example)
then an FDD protocol that relies on this parameter may be unfairly penalized compared
with a protocol that does not rely on that parameter. The experiments on unitary systems
are difficult to conduct, and so it is reasonable to expect that the datasets will have some
flaws. For example, variations in the temperature within the psychrometric chambers,
either spatially or temporally, are difficult to detect, and can degrade the repeatability of
the test. Similarly, if the experimenter begins gathering data before an appropriately
steady operation has been reached, the data may exhibit bias error in measured variables.
Therefore, we have closely examined the data and removed any that seemed problematic
in any way. Since the entire dataset will be used for each evaluation, a rigorous set of
criteria is not needed to justify removal (as it would be in most experiments); arbitrary
removal of a valid data point is not expected to skew results of an individual FDD
protocol. Considering this, each of approximately 1400 test cases was examined
manually, and if it seemed problematic it was removed.

Some of the approaches used to examine data:
•

Comparison of pressure within the refrigerant loop. If pressure rises significantly
in a location other than the compressor, something is wrong. In one case, for
example, it was found that two sensor locations were crossed, so these data were
salvaged by simply switching the values.
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•

Comparison of humidity values. In one case it was found that redundant humidity
values (dewpoint and relative humidity) disagreed in many tests. Since it couldn’t
be determined which was flawed, these tests were removed. In another set of tests
the humidity was found to increase slightly across the cooling coil, showing that
one of the two humidity sensors was out of calibration.

•

Outliers. A regression of cases with only one of the independent parameters (Tra,
WBra, Tamb, or FI) varying significantly often highlighted problematic data. A
regression for each dependent variable while varying each independent variable
for each set of data would require tens or hundreds of thousands of regressions,
and is clearly impractical. Therefore, regressions were only used to confirm
problems that were originally discovered by (a) examining the data tables
manually; (b) false alarm, misdiagnosis or missed detection during an evaluation.
Outliers that became apparent visually in the normal model were removed, then
the model parameters were recalculated.

Summarizing, the following factors resulted in removal of data from the dataset:
1. Energy balance not within 6%
2. COP or capacity not within 10% of normal model value
3. Deviation in redundant dewpoint or wet-bulb greater than 0.5°F
4. Outliers when comparing similar or redundant measurements (magnitude depends
on variable and on similarity of conditions)
5. Missing key data, such as a sufficient set of normal data to determine normal
performance, or mass of refrigerant charge.
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In all, over half of the 1400 test cases were removed in the data vetting process, resulting
in the final data set of 607 tests shown in Table 3-1.

3.2.5

Determination of Nominally Correct Charge Amount

For faults such as the presence of non-condensable gas in the refrigerant, compressor
valve leakage, or reduced airflow across the outdoor coil, the unfaulted condition is clear.
However, the unfaulted or “correct” mass of refrigerant charge in a system is less clear.
The original experimenters charged their experimental units by methods that they may
not have detailed within their description of the experiments. Their data sets usually
identify which tests they consider to be conducted with correct charge. However, when
evaluating FDD protocols that are attempting to diagnose charge faults, it’s imperative
that the experiments with nominally correct charge truly have correct charge.

An early approach to defining the correct charge was to use the experimenters’ nominally
correct values. However, this was criticized because we can’t be certain that the
experimenters’ values were correct. To provide a consistent approach, the correct charge
is defined as being the mass of charge that gives the maximum COP at the standard “A”
rating condition (95°F ambient, 80°F indoor dry-bulb, and 67°F indoor wet-bulb). In
most cases this approach agrees with the experimenter value. For example, consider
Figure 3-3. Although the COP flattens out around 100% of nominal charge for the rating
condition (the lowest line, crosshatched), there is a point at 100% that gives the highest
COP (2.5). However, there are four units in the data library for which the experimenter’s
nominally correct value gave the maximal capacity, but not the maximal COP.
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Figure 3-3: Relative COP as a function of charge at three conditions for a FXO RTU.

In the four test units for which the maximal COP at the rating condition was not reached
at the experimenter’s nominal charge, the nominal charge was updated to match the
charge for which the maximum COP was achieved. In this thesis “nominal charge”
refers to the maximal-COP charge.

The updated nominal charge for the four units changes the fault category for many of the
tests in the affected dataset. One complication of this update is that the other fault test
cases became multiple fault cases. For example, cases with evaporator airflow faults
imposed became evaporator airflow and over-charge or under-charge fault cases. These
tests were removed from the data library, since the evaluation is limited to single-fault
scenarios.
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CHAPTER 4. FAULTS

4.1

List of Faults

The faults that are included in the scope of the FDD evaluation methodologies were
selected based upon the availability of experimental data with faults imposed. Choosing
this set of faults is not arbitrary, because the faults that have been tested experimentally
generally correspond to those faults that have the greatest cost for system operators. This
cost is a function of the likelihood of the fault arising and the penalty on operating costs
that the fault imposes. Furthermore, the FDD tools that currently exist also tend to focus
on this set of faults. Table 4-1 lists the faults and gives the abbreviations that will be used
within this document to refer to each fault type. The descriptions and formal definitions
of fault intensity are proposed for standard usage.

The term “fault intensity” (FI) is proposed as a descriptor for fault level that refers to
measurable quantities. The FI is primarily of interest in laboratory testing because it is an
easily controlled independent variable. FI does not have a simple or universal relationship
to the impact of a fault on a system’s performance or longevity, so it is not used within
the FDD evaluation methods.
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Table 4-1: List of fault types included in evaluation method, with abbreviations,
descriptions and definitions.
Fault Type

Abbr.

Under- or
over-charge

UC
OC

Low-side
heat transfer

EA

High-side
heat transfer

CA

Liquid line
restriction

LL

Noncondensables

NC

Compressor
leakage

VL

Description
A mass of refrigerant charge that is
less or more than either (a) the
manufacturer’s recommended mass,
or (b) the mass that gives the best
system performance.
Evaporator faults; reduced
evaporator airflow is used to
implement this fault in a laboratory.
Condenser faults; reduced condenser
airflow is used to implement this
fault in a laboratory.
Flow restrictions in the liquid line.
FI is pressure drop across restriction
divided by pressure drop from
condenser to evaporator.
The presence of non-condensable gas
in the refrigerant. FI is mass of N2
divided by mass of N2 that would fill
the system at standard temperature
and pressure.
Leakage of refrigerant from high to
low pressure regions in the
compressor. Implemented in the
laboratory with a metered hot-gas
bypass.

Fault Intensity Definition

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 =
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 =
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 =
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 =
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 =

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 =

𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 − 𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

̇
̇
𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
− 𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
̇
𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

̇
̇
𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
− 𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
̇
𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

∆𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿,𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 − ∆𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿,𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢
∆𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿,𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢
𝑚𝑚𝑁𝑁2,𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
𝑚𝑚𝑁𝑁2,𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

𝑚𝑚̇𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 − 𝑚𝑚̇𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢
𝑚𝑚̇𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢

Low-side heat transfer faults in the field can include conditions that reduce airflow across
the evaporator, such as filter fouling, coil fouling, obstructions in the flow stream, or
improperly sized or operated fans. They can also include faults that increase the heat
transfer resistance between the air and refrigerant, such as coil fouling or corrosion of the
heat exchanger’s fins. All of these fault conditions are lumped together, and in laboratory
tests they are simulated by reducing airflow. As described below, airflow reduction is a
reasonable proxy for any low-side heat transfer fault. The abbreviation EA is for
evaporator airflow, and this fault is may be interchangeably referred to as “evaporator
airflow” or “evaporator fouling” in this document.
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Similarly, high-side heat transfer faults include many of the same conditions as low-side
faults, and they are all simulated with reduced airflow. The abbreviation CA is for
condenser airflow, and this fault may be interchangeably referred to as “condenser
airflow” or “condenser fouling” in this document.

4.2
4.2.1

Fault Effects

Literature Related to Fault Effects

In the development of performance metrics for FDD it is necessary to have a clear
understanding of the effects of the faults that are diagnosed by candidate FDD protocols.
This section summarizes the review of existing literature describing research relating to
fault effects. A list of papers that were reviewed is shown in Table 4-2. The most
significant findings from this review are summarized below.

Table 4-2: List of reviewed references related to fault effects on system performance.
Author(s) and year
Ali & Ismail (2008)
Bell et al. (2012)
Breuker (1997)
Breuker & Braun (1998)
Bultman et al. (1995)
Davis (2001a)
Davis (2001b)
Davis (2001c)
Farzad & O’Neal (1993)
Grace et al. (2005)

Faults studied
Evaporator fouling
Heat exchanger fouling
Undercharge, liquid line restriction, compressor valve
leakage, condenser fouling, evaporator fouling
Undercharge, liquid line restriction, compressor valve
leakage, condenser fouling, evaporator fouling
Condenser fouling
Undercharge, overcharge
Undercharge, overcharge
Evaporator fouling
Undercharge, overcharge
Undercharge, overcharge (chillers)
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Table 4-2: Continued.
Harms (2002)
Kim & Braun (2012)
Kim et al. (2006)

Kim et al. (2009)

Krafthefer et al. (1987)
Mowris et al. (2012)
O’Neal and Farzad (1990)
Pak et al. (2005)
Palmiter et al. (2011)
Qureshi and Zubair (2011)
Qureshi and Zubair (2012)
Raj and Lal (2010)
Roth et al. (2004)
SCE (2009)
Shen (2006)
Shen et al. (2011)
Yang et al. (2007a)
Yang et al. (2007b)
Yoon et al. (2011)

Undercharge, overcharge
Undercharge, overcharge
Undercharge, overcharge, liquid line restriction,
compressor valve leakage, non-condensables, condenser
fouling, evaporator fouling
Undercharge, overcharge, liquid line restriction,
compressor valve leakage, non-condensables, condenser
fouling, evaporator fouling
Heat exchanger fouling
Undercharge, overcharge, liquid line restriction, noncondensables, condenser fouling, evaporator fouling
Undercharge and overcharge
Heat exchanger fouling
Undercharge, overcharge, evaporator fouling
Heat exchanger fouling
Heat exchanger fouling
Undercharge and overcharge
Undercharge, overcharge, condenser fouling, evaporator
fouling
Undercharge, overcharge, condenser fouling, evaporator
fouling
Undercharge, overcharge, condenser fouling, evaporator
fouling
Undercharge, overcharge, evaporator fouling
Condenser fouling
Condenser fouling
Undercharge, overcharge, liquid line restriction,
compressor valve leakage, condenser fouling, evaporator
fouling
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4.2.2

Charge Faults

The research on charge effects on system performance demonstrates that undercharge
causes greater reductions on both capacity and efficiency than overcharge for a given
deviation in fault intensity. Several researchers report that overcharge levels up to 25%
were associated with increases in capacity. In extreme conditions, undercharge causes
frost development on the evaporator coil, which reduces heat transfer, thus exacerbating
the problem, quickly leading to loss of cooling capacity. In systems equipped with TXVs,
charge faults have reduced or eliminated impact on performance because the TXV adjusts
mass flow to accommodate the deviations from optimal charge. Systems equipped with
accumulators are able to effectively adjust the amount of charge being circulated, by
storing liquid refrigerant in the accumulator. This ameliorates degradation to the system’s
performance caused by overcharge. However, accumulators have no significant effect on
systems that are significantly undercharged, since they will be dry under most operating
conditions.

Besides reductions in capacity and efficiency, undercharged unitary systems operating in
the cooling mode often fail to properly control humidity, since a larger portion of the
evaporator is within the superheated region and may be above the dewpoint of the indoor
air. Undercharged systems may also cause additional wear on the compressor by failing
to cool it as effectively as a properly charged system. Overcharged systems, on the other
hand, may suffer serious damage to the compressor if liquid is allowed to be drawn into
the compressor during periods when overall system pressure is high enough to eliminate
suction superheat (such as when the condensing temperature is high).
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4.2.3

Coil Fouling Compared with Reduction in Airflow

There are two mechanisms for the reduced heat transfer ability of fouled condenser or
evaporator coils. The first is an increase in the heat transfer resistance through the coil,
which can be thought of as a reduction in the heat overall transfer coefficient, U, for the
coil, as shown in Eq. 4.1. The second is an increase in air-side pressure drop across the
coil. Since unitary systems typically have fixed-speed fans, any increase in pressure drop
corresponds to a decrease in airflow rate. This can also be thought of as a reduction in the
overall heat transfer coefficient.

Q = UA(T1 – T2).

(4.1)

One key issue for the current project is how to impose faults in the laboratory when
generating input data for FDD evaluations. In particular, if heat exchanger fouling faults
are simulated in the laboratory by simply reducing airflow, will the realism of the
evaluator inputs be affected? The evidence in the literature listed in Table 4-2 is that
reduced airflow is by far the most important effect of heat exchanger fouling. Bell et al.
(2012) fouled a heat exchanger with standardized dust and found that in all cases the
increased pressure drop was significant, while the change in UA was smaller than the
experimental uncertainty when the air flow was held constant. Yang et al. (2007a, 2007b)
had similar findings, and even found that in some cases the fouling material could
slightly enhance heat transfer by effectively extending the heat transfer surface area on
the air-side. The only paper that did not fully support the assertion that reduced airflow is
the dominant mechanism in heat exchanger fouling was Ali and Ismail (2008). However,
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the data presented in this paper do not present a convincing case, and the system in
question was a window-mounted air-conditioner fouled with mold growth, so the results
may not apply to unitary systems. Therefore, it is concluded that reduced airflow is a
reasonable and reliable proxy for all types of high-side or low-side faults that occur on
the air-side of the heat exchanger.

4.2.4

Evaporator Airflow Faults

Evaporator airflow faults reduce the ability of the evaporator to remove heat from the
indoor air stream, so the evaporating temperature is reduced. This corresponds to reduced
pressure, which leads to reduced mass flow because the refrigerant entering the
compressor is at a lower density. The condensing pressure and temperature also are
reduced, and the compressor power is decreased, along with the cooling capacity, so the
net effect on COP tends to be less degradation than capacity.

4.2.5

Condenser Airflow Faults

Condenser airflow faults reduce the ability of the condenser to reject heat to the outdoor
air stream. This means the refrigerant condenses at a higher temperature and pressure,
which also increases the pressure on the low side. Therefore, suction superheat is
decreased and evaporating temperature is increased. The increased evaporator pressure
means that the refrigerant entering the compressor has a higher density, so the mass flow
is increased by the condenser airflow fault. This means that the capacity is not reduced as
significantly as the COP, because the effect of reduced heat rejection is ameliorated
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somewhat by the increased mass flow rate. Liquid line subcooling is decreased because
of the reduction in heat removed from the condenser.

4.2.6

Liquid Line Restriction

A liquid line restriction can be caused by a crimp in the liquid line, or by sediment in the
refrigerant collecting in the filter drier or at the inlet to the expansion device. These
restrictions reduce the pressure of the refrigerant as it flows from the condenser to
expansion device. In systems equipped with a TXV, the additional pressure loss can be
compensated by the TXV if it’s within its control range, so that under many operating
conditions a restriction may have no effect on system performance. In FXO systems, or
when the TXV is beyond its control range, the liquid line restriction reduces the pressure
and temperature in the evaporator. This causes a decrease in the mass flow rate because
of the lower-density refrigerant entering the compressor. Liquid line restrictions increase
suction superheat and liquid subcooling, and reduce system capacity.

4.2.7

Non-condensable Gas in the Refrigerant

Non-condensable gas in the refrigerant, usually referred to as a “non-condensables fault”,
is caused by incomplete evacuation of the air-conditioner prior to charging. In residential
systems, the outdoor unit typically is shipped fully charged, but the indoor coil and line
set are not. After installation the indoor coil must be evacuated prior to charging, which
can take several hours and requires a pump that is in good working condition. A rushed
or careless installation may allow some air to remain in the system. This air does not
condense in the condenser, and tends to collect there because of buoyancy. The partial
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pressure of the air adds to the condensing pressure, and the compressor must overcome
this additional pressure. Thus, the compressor power is increased, meaning the COP is
decreased. Some researchers (Mowris et al. 2012) have reported reductions in capacity
caused by reduced heat transfer in the condenser and reduced mass flow, but others have
reported no measurable change to capacity for non-condensables faults that cause 5 to 10%
reductions in COP (Kim et al. 2006).

4.2.8

Compressor Valve Leakage

Faults included in the compressor valve leakage include any fault that allows high
pressure gaseous refrigerant to leak back to the suction side of the compressor. Besides
the valves themselves in a reciprocating compressor leaking, this fault could also be in a
scroll compressor where flanking paths are provided by imperfect seals, or by leakage of
a four-way valve in a heat pump. The primary result of this fault is to reduce the mass
flow rate of refrigerant. This causes reductions in capacity and COP, and increased
evaporating temperature, which leads to less humidity being removed from the indoor air
stream. Although compressor power decreases slightly because of the reduced pressure
lift, the compressor temperature increases because the entering refrigerant is at a higher
temperature.
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CHAPTER 5. SIMULATION-BASED EVALUATION

5.1

Introduction

The evaluation methodology was developed with the library of experimental
measurement data described in Chapter 3. However, simulation data offer several
advantages over measurement data. These advantages are discussed in this chapter, as
well as a brief description of the modeling approach and a discussion of how the
simulation data are used in FDD evaluation.

The arguments in favor of using simulation data are summarized below. The primary
argument against this approach is that engineers typically find it difficult to believe in
simulations that they aren’t deeply familiar with. To paraphrase William Beveridge:
Everybody believes an experiment except the experimenter; nobody believes a model
except the modeler. A secondary argument against the approach is that it is too difficult
and time consuming to generate models that can accurately model faulted system
operation. This second argument has been addressed in the current project by developing
a new method for rapidly simulating unitary systems, using an inverse modeling
approach. The new method was developed by Cheung and Braun (2013a; 2013b), and is
briefly summarized below. It is described in full detail within Cheung’s (2014) doctoral
dissertation.
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5.2

Rationale for Simulation Data in FDD Evaluation

The key advantage of simulation data over measurement data is that the input space can
be controlled with simulation data. Since FDD performance depends strongly on the
specific operating conditions of the air-conditioner in question, an input space that is
biased will give biased evaluation results. Since some FDD protocols perform better at
conditions that are more highly represented in the measurement data library, a fair
comparison can’t be made between protocols.

There are five additional arguments in favor of using simulation data – rather than
experimental measurement data – as inputs for FDD evaluation:

5.2.1

Reliability of Data

The exercise of vetting the data for this project has shown that measurement data have
significantly uncertain results. We also are aware through direct experience that obtaining
accurate measurement results for air-conditioning systems under varying driving
conditions and with faults imposed is extremely difficult. Since errors typically don’t
affect all variables equally, a protocol that relies on an error-affected variable may
perform worse than a protocol that uses a different variable as its input. The likelihood of
errors affecting a single variable within a simulation is lower than for experimental
results.
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5.2.2

Additional Systems

The experimental data library has just nine systems, and represents all of the known data
that is sufficiently reliable and detailed. This may not be a large enough sample, since
protocols perform better with some systems than others. The cost of conducting
additional experiments is prohibitive. Simulation can be conducted with much less
expense. It is expected that the component-based simulation method of Cheung (2014)
can be used with different combinations of the components to produce models of realistic,
but not physically existent, systems.

5.2.3

Finer Resolution of Driving Conditions

It is likely that a developer or potential user of a protocol may be interested in an exact
condition that hasn’t been tested, or may wish to know a more precise fault intensity for
which a protocol begins to flag faults than what the data can provide. A simulation can be
set to give any reasonable conditions, and can give a small and evenly spaced grid of
conditions.

5.2.4

Multiple Simultaneous Faults

Multiple simultaneous fault scenarios are known to exist in the field and methods of
diagnosing multiple simultaneous faults are being developed (Li and Braun 2007).
Adding combinations of simultaneous faults at varying intensities drastically increases
the number of test cases required for even the coarsest input space grid. It’s possible that
multiple faults could be simulated quite accurately, although currently Cheung’s model
has excessive uncertainty when modeling combined faults. With some additional effort
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this model could be adjusted to provide reliable data for multiple simultaneous faults, at
which point the increased number of tests for multiple fault combinations is not a
problem.

5.2.5

Gaming

The input data for an evaluation are analogous to the answers for a test. A set of input
data can fairly easily be programmed into a protocol so that it recognizes the conditions
and gives the correct response. This could render evaluation meaningless, because it
would bring about a situation in which the ability to get good evaluation results isn’t
related to the ability to detect and diagnose faults in the field. Since most of the
experimental data are publicly available, an experimental data evaluation is vulnerable to
gaming. Simulation data are less likely to be accessed by developers and are unwieldy to
use in this gaming approach because of the large size of the data library. Furthermore, the
approach described below, in which inverse models are developed from the simulation
data and trained with simulation data, will prevent this form of gaming by relying upon
non-standardized input conditions.

5.3

Gray-Box Model Description

Cheung and Braun’s (2013a, 2013b) method uses semi-empirical (or gray-box) modeling
approaches. The system is modeled as a set of components – evaporator, condenser,
compressor, expansion device, piping, and accumulator (if present) – and the behavior of
each component is characterized by a set of parameters that is determined partly by
inverse modeling. The parameters are subject to constraints, such as conservation of mass
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and conservation of energy. The component models are also informed by heat transfer
correlations and refrigerant properties. Finally, at the system level the model connects the
inputs and outputs of the component models until a solution is found that satisfies the
requirements for each component simultaneously, within some tolerance.

The gray box model has been validated against experimental data and found to perform
well (Cheung and Braun 2013a). However, for the purpose of generating input data for
FDD evaluation, the absolute accuracy of the model isn’t as important as the issue of
whether the trends are realistic. Since the evaluator is applied to FDD protocols that are
intended for application on many systems (as opposed to an FDD protocol intended only
for one system), a realistic model that doesn’t perfectly match a given system could
conceivably be a perfect match for a slightly different system – one with a slightly larger
evaporator, for example.

5.4

Using Simulation Data in FDD Evaluation

One possibility for use of simulation data in FDD evaluation is that a model could be part
of the FDD Evaluator software. As the evaluator determines each required input scenario
the model would generate that point. However, the gray-box model currently takes an
average of a half minute to converge. Since several hundred, or even thousands of
scenarios are typically required for an evaluation, real-time input generation is not
practical. Even if the model were sped up to run on the order of a second, it would be
prohibitively long.
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Instead, the model has been used to generate a large static simulation data library.
Currently, this library serves as the inputs for evaluation. Evaluation results for several
FDD tools have been generated using this library and are presented in CHAPTER 6. The
case studies for the figure of merit calculation shown in CHAPTER 7 are also generated
using this library. The input grid is described below.

5.4.1

Input Grid

A uniform grid of input conditions has been generated and run through the simulation to
build up a data library. There are 48 sets of driving conditions made up of all physically
possible combinations of the conditions in Table 5-1. Each of these is simulated at each
of 32 single-fault conditions listed in Table 5-2, to give a total of 1536 scenarios for each
unit.

Table 5-1: Driving conditions (°F) for 1536-scenario set.
Tra
WBra
Tamb

70 77 84
55 65 75
65 75 85 95 105 115
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Table 5-2: Fault conditions for 1536-scenario set.
Fault Type

Fault Intensity

No fault
Charge
Evaporator airflow
Condenser airflow
Liquid line restriction
Non-condensables
Comp. valve leakage

70, 80, 90, 110, 120, 130
90, 75, 60, 45
90, 77, 63, 50, 40
50, 100, 300, 600, 1200, 2000, 3500
10, 30, 45, 80, 100
10, 20, 35, 50

Besides the 1536 scenarios for each unit, several additional points have simulated. One
set of points is intended to study the modeling error introduced when inverse models are
trained using the 1536-node set. For example, there is a full set of data at 95% charge (48
tests for each unit) so that a comparison can be made with a model that simulates 95% charge
(while only trained at 90% and 100% charge). The validation set includes tests done midpoint
between the training data nodes in several dimensions simultaneously, to try to find the
worst-case scenarios. For example, 95% charge with Tra = 80.5°F, WBra = 60°F and Tamb =
90°F.

Some initial findings from multivariate interpolations of the simulation data showed that
there are particular problems that arise for scenarios where the phase of the refrigerant
changes between two training data nodes. Near these points an unacceptable level of
interpolation error was introduced. For example, if charge is increased until suction superheat
(SH) is zero, there is a singular point where SH just reaches zero. This is illustrated in Figure

5-1, along with a one-dimensional linear interpolation between 90% and 100% charge, which
demonstrates the magnitude of the model error. The point is referred to as a cusp, and its
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singularity causes problems for inverse models. Therefore, an additional set of points has
been simulated, which includes cusps and a few points near each cusp, to aid in the training
of inverse models.
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Figure 5-1: Suction superheat for RTU 3 as a function of charge level.

5.5

Meta-Model Approach

The meta-model approach is the approach of using the gray-box model’s outputs to train
simpler inverse models that can run faster than the gray-box model, so that generation of
evaluation inputs in real time might be possible. An extensive investigation was
conducted into the use of multivariate interpolation for this purpose. The conclusion of
this investigation was that another method should be used: automated neural network
(ANN) models.
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The flow of information in a meta-model approach, leading up to the generation of
evaluator inputs, is depicted in Figure 5-2.

Figure 5-2: Information flow for meta-model approach to provide evaluator inputs.

5.5.1

Automated Neural Network Models

ANNs have the advantage of being fast, because they are purely inverse models.
Typically, they have the disadvantage that they need a large and well-distributed set of
training data, but in the current case, this set is available.

Initial ANNs have been generated and the approach has been found to be successful. The
ANNs run quickly, and they have very good agreement with the gray-box model outputs.
Comparison of ANN outputs with early simulation data sets give a coefficient of
determination, R2, greater than 0.999 in all cases.

The gray-box models of Cheung (2014) have been in continual development until
recently. Outliers that appeared in the early ANN models (and within other elements of
model validation, described below) helped to identify model problems, which were
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corrected by Cheung and a new set of model data were generated. This process was
iterated until quite recently, so finalized ANN models have not yet been generated.

An example result from an ANN model based upon data from an early 2014 version of
the gray-box model is shown in Figure 5-3. In this figure there are four plots showing a
comparison of the ANN model outputs of suction temperature (ordinate) with the
corresponding gray-box model values (abscissa). These data include all operating
conditions, fault types and fault levels for one unit. The top left plot shows the training
data (70% of the total set), and the top right shows a validation set (15% of the total set).
The validation set is used to determine when the model is agreeing sufficiently. In the
lower left plot is a test set (15% of the total), which is used to test agreement after the
model is complete. The lower right plot shows the agreement of the full set of data
(100%).
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Figure 5-3: Comparison of ANN model with gray-box model values of suction
temperature.

A few outliers that occur just above 70°F were found to be an artifact of some nonphysical behavior of the gray-box model, which was subsequently addressed. Even with
the outliers present, the ANN model outputs match the gray-box model very well,
demonstrating that this approach can be expected to succeed.
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CHAPTER 6. FDD EVALUATION CASE STUDIES

6.1

Introduction

Several case studies have been conducted. The primary purpose of the case studies is to
inform and test the evaluation methodologies. Each case study has highlighted potential
improvements in the evaluation method, so the method has evolved significantly through
multiple incarnations. There are additional benefits of case studies. One is that it gives the
first glimpse at the current state of FDD performance. Having a general sense of the
magnitude of FDD accuracy is helpful in designing the limits of the input data and the
necessity of certain aspects of evaluation. For example, if it were found that Missed
Detections were very rare in all FDD protocols studied, or if it were found that
undercharge faults were accurately detected and diagnosed in each tested protocol, then
focus could be shifted away from these.

Another benefit is that there is a great deal of interest in the performance of existing FDD
protocols, so each set of preliminary results is carefully scrutinized, resulting in useful
feedback. For example, some early results were presented in Yuill and Braun (2012). The
methodology at that time was not based on fault impact ratio (FIR), but on fault intensity
(FI). The paper was distributed and analyzed by several engineers, and based on some of
the questions raised in these analyses we came up with the approach of categorizing FDD
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performance based upon fault impacts. Another improvement based upon addressing
external review is to adopt a consistent performance-based approach to defining
nominally correct refrigerant charge levels, rather than relying upon the experimenters’
defined charge levels.

The case studies presented in this chapter show results for six protocols. All six protocols’
evaluation results are plotted together on the same plot for each type of result (False
Alarms, Misdiagnosis, etc.), to facilitate comparison between protocols. Measurementbased results are followed by simulation-based results in each category of result:
1. No response
2. False Alarms
3. Misdiagnoses (FIRcapacity)
4. Misdiagnoses (FIRCOP)
5. Missed Detections (FIRcapacity)
6. Missed Detections (FIRCOP)
7. No Diagnosis (FIRcapacity)
8. No Diagnosis (FIRCOP)
9. Confusion plots

Eight protocols were studied in the case study. Four of these are versions of the RCA
protocol: RCA-2008; RCA-2008-HERS; RCA-2013; RCA-2013-HERS. To avoid clutter
in the plots, only two of the RCA versions are presented: RCA-2008 and RCA-2013. The
omitted protocols are nearly identical to these two.
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6.2

Case Study Protocols

These protocols are listed and described briefly in Table 6-1, but the full protocols are
presented in Appendix D.

Table 6-1: List of protocols in case study.
Abbr.

Description

ADM

Developed by ADM Associates for ASHRAE RP-1274. Diagnoses all
fault types in the data libraries.

MPS

Developed by PECI for California utility programs. Diagnoses all fault
types in the data libraries.

RCA-2008

Part of California’s Title-24 building code (CEC 2008). Diagnoses EA,
UC and OC faults.

RCA-2013

Part of California’s Title-24 building code (CEC 2012). Diagnoses UC
and OC faults.

SA

Commercial tool developed by FDSI. Diagnoses all fault types in the
data libraries except NC, which it diagnoses when the unit is not
running.

TM

Developed by a committee of service industry leaders. Provides
detection only (no diagnosis).

A few of the protocols required special treatment to fit with the evaluation methodology.
•

RCA-2013 requires that the technician manually measure airflow across the
evaporator coil prior to deploying the protocol. Therefore, when this protocol was
evaluated it was not fed any EA faulted data.
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•

SA has a procedure to detect and diagnose NC faults when the compressor is not
running. Therefore, when this protocol was evaluated it was not fed any NC
faulted data.

•

SA has a nuanced output for technicians, which provides estimates of a fault’s
degradation on the system’s capacity and efficiency. It also provides multiple
simultaneous diagnoses, with instructions how to address them sequentially until
the system reaches normal performance. These nuances could not be evaluated
using the methodology developed in this project. Therefore, SA’s developers
provided a simplified output that conformed to the FDD response categorizations
in the evaluation method.

6.3

Case Study Evaluation Results

The evaluation results are grouped by evaluation outcome category below: No Response;
False Alarm; Misdiagnosis; Missed Detection; No Diagnosis.

6.3.1

No Response

The No Response criteria for each protocol, and rates of No Response for evaluations
using the experimental data and using the simulation data are shown in Table 6-2.
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Table 6-2: No Response criteria and results.
Protocol

Result

Result,

exp. [%]

sim. [%]

18

15

39

46

22

47

27

45

32

23

0

0

No Response criteria

Evaporator airflow not in the range 320-480 CFM, or
ADM

Tamb or WBra are out of range for the lookup table for
superheat target (Table 3-2 in ADM (2010))
Tamb is below 65°F, or

MPS

Tamb, Tra or WBra is out of range for lookup tables
RD2 or RD3 from Title 24 (CEC 2012)
Tamb, Tra or WBra is out of range for lookup tables

RCA-2008
RD2 or RD3 from Title 24 (CEC 2008)
Tamb, Tra or WBra is out of range for lookup tables
RCA-2013
RD2 or RD3 from Title 24 (CEC 2012)
Tra ≥ 84°F, Tra ≤ 62°F, Tamb ≥ 115°F, Tamb ≤ 55°F,
SA
Refrigerant type is not R22 or R410A
TM

There are no limits on the applicability

The large discrepancy between the rates for experimental and for simulation data libraries
is caused by the conditions in the experimental data library, which has many of its tests
conducted at standard rating conditions. The SA protocol has larger No Response rates
partly because it cannot be applied to one system in the data library, which uses R407C
refrigerant.
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A higher rate of No Response means that the protocol is less useful, particularly for
maintenance technicians, as detailed by Temple (2008). However, since the rate is
dependent on the conditions of the input data, the rates themselves aren’t very meaningful
because the distribution of input data conditions may not exactly represent the typical
conditions when a technician might want to deploy the protocol. A comparison of rates
from one protocol to the next would be more meaningful.

6.3.2

False Alarms

False Alarms are cases in which the protocol detects a fault when no significant fault is
present. A significant fault is defined as a fault that degrades performance beyond a
threshold of interest. Performance degradation can include loss of capacity, efficiency, or
equipment life. Accordingly, for a case to be considered a potential False Alarm, three
criteria must be met:

1. The FIRcapacity and FIRCOP are both above the FIR threshold.
2. Charge is less than 105% of the nominally correct value.
3. Suction superheat is between 1°F and 36°F.

As an example of the meaning of the thresholds: if a protocol flags a fault for a test case
in which a system has no fault or has a fault that causes less than 5% degradation in
performance (either capacity or efficiency), it is considered a False Alarm for the FIR =
95% threshold (assuming that criteria two and three above are met).
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The abscissae in the False Alarm plots show the thresholds, and the ordinates show the
percentage of test cases that had False Alarms. This percentage is based upon the number
of actual False Alarm cases (protocol flags a fault, and the three criteria are met) divided
by the number of potential False Alarm cases (three criteria are met), as described in
CHAPTER 2.

6.3.2.1 Meaning of 100% Threshold
There is experimental uncertainty in all measurements, including the measurements used
in calculating capacity and COP. With randomly distributed error, about half of the
unfaulted tests will give FIR values above 100%, and half below 100%. All of the data
with values above 100% are included in the calculation for the 100% FIR threshold.
Since these cases are mostly unfaulted cases (as opposed to cases slightly below 100%,
many of which have small faults imposed), including them gives lower False Alarm rates
than if these cases were omitted.

In the case of simulation data, all unfaulted tests have FIR = 100% exactly. However,
some faults give minor performance improvements under certain conditions (particularly
for extreme driving conditions). These cases make up part of the result for the 100% FIR
threshold.
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6.3.2.2 False Alarm Results

Figure 6-1: Measurement data library False Alarm rates.
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Figure 6-2: Simulation data library False Alarm results.

The results for all protocols are high. False Alarms are arguably the most important
metric of FDD performance because they generally increase the cost of maintenance, and
by causing unneeded maintenance they can often cause performance to be degraded by
service technicians. In situations where technicians are able to discover the False Alarm
(using subsequent diagnosis methods or measurements) False Alarms train them to ignore
the diagnostic tool.

Each of the protocols performs better with the measurement data than with simulation
data. This is likely attributable to the operating conditions in the measurement data (high
proportion of tests at the AHRI A rating condition and few dry-coil tests) and the
distribution of faults in the measurement data (heavily weighted on charge faults and
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evaporator airflow faults). Since more focus has been placed on the effects of these faults
than, for example, compressor valve leakage, the protocols may be inherently better at
finding these faults and missing or ignoring symptoms of other faults.

There is little difference in performance between the RCA-2008 and RCA-2013 results,
despite the fact that RCA-2013 doesn’t include the ability to detect evaporator airflow
faults.

The TM protocol has approximately 100% False Alarms for all thresholds with the
simulation data. For example, at the 95% threshold, for simulation data it flags 6284 of
6296 cases for which there is no significant fault present. It does slightly better with the
experimental data set, but still detects faults in more than 95% of the unfaulted cases for
any FIR threshold. For the full experimental data set the TM detects faults in 596 of 607
cases. In the 11 cases where it doesn’t detect a fault, 7 actually have faults.

Clearly, the acceptable ranges for measured parameters are too narrow for the TM, but
widening them is unlikely to improve this protocol. Drawing useful conclusions from
such a simple approach is not possible with a process as complex as an air-conditioner.

In the False Alarms figures above, the shape of the curves is different on the left
(approaching 100% impact threshold) for the measurement and simulation data sets, in
most cases. One of the reasons for this is that the measurement data library contains a
large proportion of unfaulted cases (111 of 607), whereas the simulation data library has
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very few unfaulted cases (one for each of the 48 driving conditions). In the simulation
data there are several scenarios that can cause elevated FIR. For example, under some
operating conditions, systems with compressor valve leakage can perform better than
systems without leakage. Similarly, the nominally correct charge is the value that
maximizes COP at the 95/80/67 rating condition, but at other conditions, an overcharged
or undercharged system may have better performance than it would with nominally
correct charge. The proportion of these faulted cases that give FIR > 100% is far greater
for the simulation set than it is for the measurement set. It is likely that the False Alarm
rates are lower for truly unfaulted cases than for cases with minor faults that don’t
degrade performance. Overall, the False Alarm rates at the 100% threshold should be
considered far less important than the rates at more meaningful thresholds, like 95%.

The SA protocol has the lowest False Alarm rate of all evaluated protocols. Also, it has
the least significant shift from measurement to simulation data, suggesting a more robust
algorithm. Finally, there is a large reduction at the 100% threshold in Figure 6-2, in
contrast to the other protocols. The cause of this reduction is probably that the SA
deliberately tolerates faults that have minor performance impacts, and it underscores that
SA is fundamentally different than the other protocols.

6.3.3

Misdiagnosis

A Misdiagnosis is a case in which there is a fault in the system and the FDD correctly
detects a fault, but diagnoses the wrong fault. Misdiagnosis results are organized
differently than False Alarms; they are grouped into FIR bins. For example, all of the
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Misdiagnoses in which FIR is between 85% and 95% are grouped into a bin, and so on.
The abscissae in the plots show the bin ranges.

A Misdiagnosis may be the second most serious error for an FDD protocol to make. Like
a False Alarm, it may lead a service technician to make an adjustment to a system that is
the wrong adjustment, potentially making the system’s performance worse. A less serious
outcome is to cause unnecessary maintenance (e.g. cleaning coils that don’t require
cleaning) and finding that the problem persists.

6.3.3.1 Calculation of Misdiagnosis Rate
The rate of Misdiagnosis in a bin is the number of Misdiagnoses divided by the number
of cases for which the protocol makes a diagnosis and a fault is actually present. Thus, if
all diagnoses are correct, the rate is 0%, and if all diagnoses are incorrect the rate is 100%.

Misdiagnoses rates are presented according to: a) the fault’s impact on capacity; and b)
the fault’s impact on COP.
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6.3.3.2 Results and Discussion

Figure 6-3: Misdiagnosis rates (FIRcapacity) - measurement library.

Figure 6-4: Misdiagnosis rates (FIRcapacity) - simulation library.
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Figure 6-5: Misdiagnosis rates (FIRCOP) - measurement library.

Figure 6-6: Misdiagnosis rates (FIRCOP) - simulation library.
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The Misdiagnosis rates vary significantly, and are difficult to interpret. The ADM and
MPS protocols give a small number of diagnoses, in general. They detect a lot of faults,
but do not diagnose them. In the measurement data, this brings the number of potential
Misdiagnoses below 5 in the lower FIR bins, so the values are not represented on the
plots (all cases in which the potential number of diagnoses is less than five are excluded,
because the rates are not very meaningful). In both simulation and measurement data, this
causes the rates to be low, because an undiagnosed fault is not considered a Misdiagnosis.

The nature of the ADM and MPS diagnostic techniques leaves these protocols prone to
Misdiagnoses or No Diagnosis outcomes. Each of these protocols is rule-based, with a
very simple set of rules that is assumed to be applicable for the full range of fault severity.
The rules are mainly based upon the rules used by Rossi and Braun (1997), but Rossi and
Braun’s approach used a more complex statistical approach to determine the most likely
diagnosis when a fault is detected. The statistical approach weights the rules by
magnitude as well as direction, whereas the ADM rules do not consider magnitude.

The MPS and ADM results differ, despite these protocols using almost identical
diagnostic rules. A key difference is the MPS’s requirement to apply a diagnostic to the
coils before applying the rest of the protocol. This results in a majority of the scenarios –
86% – being diagnosed with airflow faults. MPS gives 5084 fault diagnoses for the
simulation set, of which 3676 (72%) are evaporator airflow (EA), and 728 (14%) are
condenser airflow (CA). In the input data library the six fault types (UC, OC, EA, CA,
LL, NC and VL) are roughly evenly distributed.
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All of the protocols diagnose quite well for the most severe faults (FIR < 75%) in the
measurement data. One reason for this is that experimental data library is heavily
weighted on charge faults. In particular, most experiments that had serious FIR
degradation were undercharge tests. The protocols all seem to be able to diagnose severe
undercharge faults quite successfully.

Misdiagnosis is an undefined category for the TM, since it doesn’t give diagnoses. It is
represented as having a 0% Misdiagnosis rate in the plots.

The SA protocol provides the best Misdiagnosis results, overall. However, none of the
protocols gives performance that could be considered good. Every series on every plot
has a Misdiagnosis rate above 40% in at least one bin.

One consideration for the simulation data is that modeling severe faults is very difficult,
so the outputs are more uncertain than for less severe faults. The lowest FIR bins in the
simulation results should be considered less important.

Table 6-3 shows the aggregated (irrespective of FIR) rates of Misdiagnosis for each
protocol. As noted above, all protocols have significantly lower Misdiagnosis rates with
measurement-data-based evaluations because of the limited fault scenarios contained in
the measurement data library.
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Table 6-3: Summary of aggregated Misdiagnosis rates.
Measurement

Simulation

Library

Library

RCA-2013

31%

64%

ADM

45%

68%

TM

-

-

SA

28%

46%

MPS-PECI

39%

65%

RCA-2008

27%

57%

Protocol

6.3.4

Missed Detections

A Missed Detection is a case in which a fault is present and the protocol gives a response
indicating that the system is fault-free. Like Misdiagnoses, Missed Detection rates are
computed on the basis of capacity and efficiency separately, and presented in bins of FIR.

6.3.4.1 Missed Detection Rate Calculation
The rate of Missed Detections is the number of Missed Detections divided by the number
of cases in which a fault is actually present and the protocol gives a response of some
kind.
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6.3.4.2 Results and Discussion

Figure 6-7: Missed Detection rates (FIRcapacity) - measurement library.

Figure 6-8: Missed Detection rates (FIRcapacity) - simulation library.
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Figure 6-9: Missed Detection rates (FIRCOP) - measurement library.

Figure 6-10: Missed Detection rates (FIRCOP) - simulation library.
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ADM and MPS rarely classify a system as unfaulted (hence the high False Alarm rates).
As a result, the Missed Detection rates are very low, particularly for the simulation data.
These two protocols miss less than 20% of faulted cases in all ranges and data sets. For
the more severe faults the performance is better. For simulated cases there are almost no
Missed Detections. This is not surprising, because as noted above, there were almost no
instances of the protocols reporting “No Fault”.

SA, conversely, gives a lot of “No Fault” responses (one reason its False Alarm rates are
comparatively low). This means there are more fault cases that aren’t detected.

The TM protocol, as noted earlier, detects a fault in almost every scenario. This means it
has almost no Missed Detections (less than 0.5% of all cases for the simulation data).

Missed Detection is probably the least serious error for FDD to make. Particularly in lowseverity faults a Missed Detection may mean some additional wear and energy
consumption until the next service, when conditions may be different and the fault may
be detected, but it is not associated with expensive service that may make the
performance worse (as is possible in Misdiagnoses and False Alarms).

The aggregated rates of Missed Detection are shown in Table 6-4.
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Table 6-4: Summary of aggregated Missed Detection rates.
Measurement

Simulation

Library

Library

RCA-2013

29%

20%

ADM

10%

4%

TM

1%

0%

SA

62%

59%

MPS-PECI

23%

5%

RCA-2008

31%

18%

Protocol

6.3.5

No Diagnosis

No Diagnosis is the result of a fault detection for which no diagnosis is given. It requires
that the fault detection is correct (there actually is a fault); otherwise it would be
classified as a False Alarm. The No Diagnosis rate is calculated as the fraction of correct
fault detections for which the protocol does not provide a diagnosis. The outcomes are
sorted into the same FIR bins as Misdiagnoses and Missed Detections outcomes.

A higher rate of No Diagnosis means that the protocol is less useful than a lower rate.
However, the No Diagnosis outcome is not an error, like False Alarms, Misdiagnoses and
Missed Detections. It is more closely related to No Response rates, which also imply a
less useful protocol.

For protocols like TM that provide fault detection only, the No Diagnosis rate is always
100%. For protocols like RCA that do not have detection without diagnosis, the No
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Diagnosis rate is always 0%. These results are included on the plots below for
consistency.

6.3.5.1 Results and Discussion

Figure 6-11: No Diagnosis rates (FIRcapacity) - measurement library.
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Figure 6-12: No Diagnosis rates (FIRcapacity) - simulation library.

Figure 6-13: No Diagnosis rates (FIRCOP) - measurement library.
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Figure 6-14: No Diagnosis rates (FIRCOP) - simulation library.

Some of the No Diagnosis results are quite high, and in many cases they peak with the
most severe faults (FIR < 75%). As discussed above, the No Diagnosis outcome in ADM
and MPS is caused by parameters outside the specified range, which cause a set of
characteristic features that does not match any diagnostic rule.

The SA protocol’s standard application includes nuanced diagnoses in which more than
one diagnosis is possible. This output allows a technician to address one problem
(typically the easier one to address), and then reapply the tool to see whether the problem
has been addressed. This feature is very useful for cases in which more than one fault is
present. It is also useful for cases in which diagnostic uncertainty exists. However, the
current evaluation methodology is unable to handle these nuanced diagnoses. Therefore,
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we advised FDSI to alter their protocol to give “No Diagnosis” for cases in which there is
uncertainty or in which multiple simultaneous faults are diagnosed.

The SA’s rates of No Diagnosis are very low. Since there are no cases of multiple
simultaneous faults in the input libraries, the low No Diagnosis rates may be an indicator
of accurate performance from the SA.

6.3.6

Confusion Plots

Confusion plots are visual depictions of confusion matrices that present an efficient way
to understand not only how well the protocol performs, but also the manner in which it
fails to perform.

The confusion plots in Figure 6-15 to Figure 6-26 contain a matrix that represents the
actual fault condition in rows, and the protocol’s outputs in columns. Each entry in the
matrix is the percentage of the true fault condition that was diagnosed as fault condition
shown in the columnar entry (each row sums to 100). For example, the first row in Figure
6-15 shows results for the cases that had no fault. 56% of these cases were correctly
identified as fault-free. 8% were diagnosed with undercharge, 6% were diagnosed with
overcharge, and 30% had No Response. To reinforce the data visually, each cell is shaded
proportionally to the percentage in that cell.
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In the ideal case, the matrix’s diagonal would be shaded black, with 100% in each cell. In
the case of RCA-2013, most columns are white except the four possible responses that
RCA-2013 gives: NoF, UC, OC, and No Response.

Figure 6-15: RCA-2013 confusion plot - measurement library.
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Figure 6-16: RCA-2013 confusion plot - simulation library.

Figure 6-17: ADM confusion plot – measurement library.
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Figure 6-18: ADM confusion plot – simulation library.

The ADM gives No Diagnosis for most scenarios. It also reports EA faults quite
frequently for all actual fault conditions. Despite this, for actual EA faults it only
diagnoses EA about half of the time. The rightmost column, TXV, indicates that the
protocol gives diagnoses of TXV problems. There is no TXV row because none of the
test scenarios contain tests with a TXV problem.
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Figure 6-19: TM confusion plot – measurement library.

Figure 6-20 TM: confusion plot – simulation library.
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Figure 6-21: SA confusion plot – measurement library.

Figure 6-22: SA confusion plot – simulation library.
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The SA’s confusion plot shows a dark diagonal pattern. It also shows clearly that this
protocol is very conservative about flagging faults; the No Fault column is dark. Since
the SA does its non-condensable (NC) diagnosis when the unit is not running, there are
no NC data fed to the SA in an evaluation. This is why the NC row contains no data.

The SA has almost no diagnoses of liquid line restriction (LL), non-condensables (NC) or
compressor valve leakage (VL). These faults can be very costly to address, and it may be
that the protocol is deliberately cautious about diagnosing such faults, as a way of tying
the diagnostics to the economically optimal maintenance actions. Put differently, the lack
of a diagnosis in these cases may indicate an implicit message to tolerate a fault that is
not worth addressing.

Figure 6-23: MPS-PECI confusion plot – measurement library.
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Figure 6-24: MPS-PECI confusion plot – simulation library.
Since the diagnostic rules are so similar, the ADM and MPS have similarities in their
confusion plots. The MPS confusion plot shows a higher No Response rate than ADM
and lower No Diagnosis rate, but it diagnoses EA faults heavily for each actual fault
condition, as discussed earlier. For the simulation data (Figure 6-24) the MPS shows
zeros in the columns for undercharge (UC) and liquid line restrictions (LL), meaning that
less than 0.5% of the diagnoses for any fault type fell into those categories. There are 23
UC responses and 3 LL responses among the 14,029 tests.
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Figure 6-25: RCA-2008 confusion plot – measurement library.

Figure 6-26: RCA-2008 confusion plot – simulation library.
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Like the RCA-2013 results, the RCA-2008 shows some darkness along the diagonal.
However, this is largely because there are few options for diagnosis; an actual
undercharge case can only be diagnosed as UC, OC or EA.

6.4

Case Study Summary and Conclusions

Overall, the evaluations show disappointing performance for the protocols in the study:
RCA-2013, ADM, TM, SA, MPS, and RCA-2008.

ADM and MPS give similar performance. ADM has slightly higher False Alarm rates but
significantly lower No Response rates. The MPS has a consistently lower No Diagnosis
rates. Both protocols have low Missed Detection rates. Both protocols have a very high
rate of diagnosing evaporator airflow faults (EA).

The issue of maintenance personnel believing in the protocols is important. The
performance of diagnostic tools is part of a larger problem of quality maintenance. FDD
provides no benefits if faults are not addressed (correctly). Handheld FDD is a tool
intended to help maintenance personnel perform better service than they could with other
methods. If they experience and identify False Alarms, Missed Detections, Misdiagnoses
and No Diagnosis cases, it seems probable that they’ll soon abandon diagnostics, or
ignore them if FDD use is mandated.

The TM protocol is the worst performer of the set. As noted above, in the experimental
data it detects faults in 596 of 607 cases, and in the 11 cases where it doesn’t detect a
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fault, 7 actually have faults. This performance is clearly much worse than no fault
detection at all.

As a comparison: for the experimental data set, if we have a protocol that claims “no fault”
for all cases (same as not checking) we would have 51 Missed Detections for cases with
more than 15% loss of efficiency (FIRCOP < 85%), but no False Alarms or Misdiagnoses
in the 607 cases. Since the experimental data set comes from laboratory fault testing, we
can expect that the set has a higher incidence of faults than typical units operating in the
field, making this “no fault” protocol more attractive when compared to the other
protocols. The discussion of the figure of merit, in CHAPTER 7, will delve further into
this issue.

The ADM, MPS and TM protocols appear to be overly sensitive. This causes more False
Alarms and fewer Missed Detections. Generally, there is a tradeoff between a high False
Alarm rate and a high Missed Detection rate, so decreasing the sensitivity (by relaxing
the ranges for which parameters are classified as OK) is expected to increase the Missed
Detection rate. This is likely a worthwhile tradeoff, since the cost of a False Alarm is
often greater than the cost of a Missed Detection. In addition, ADM and MPS may also
see improved performance in the No Diagnosis category, because fewer cases will cause
combinations of characteristic features for which there is no diagnostic rule.

However, although such improvements might be made, this may not be worth pursuing,
because it seems likely that such improvements will not be able to improve performance
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to a point where these protocols clearly provide more benefit than cost. Fundamentally,
these protocols are overly simplistic methods for addressing a very complex problem.

The SA protocol is presumably far more complex. Its performance, overall, is easily the
best of any protocol evaluated in this case study. This assessment is based on heavily
weighting the False Alarm results. There is clearly room for improvement, but it’s
difficult to qualify exactly how well it, or the other protocols, works. Addressing this
question is the objective of the figure of merit presented in CHAPTER 7.
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CHAPTER 7. FIGURE OF MERIT

7.1

Introduction

The performance metrics presented in Chapter 6 give insight into the overall performance
of FDD protocols. Such results are very useful when comparing the general performance
of one protocol to another. However, there are two shortcomings with these results.
1. To make use of these results requires expert knowledge, including a good
understanding of the methodology described in this thesis, which many potential
adopters of FDD may not have.
2. They do not give sufficient insight to guide a potential adopter on whether to
adopt FDD (i.e. whether the benefits of adoption outweigh the costs).

To address these shortcomings a figure of merit (FOM) has been developed. It was
initially envisaged that this FOM would use the data from the performance metrics in
Chapter 6 (False Alarm rates, etc.) and include additional inputs and data reduction
methods to express them in simpler ways. However, it was found that connecting an FDD
protocol’s performance to a holistic measure of its benefits requires performance data that
are not aggregated. Therefore, the FOM developed in this chapter provides results that
are independent of the rates presented in Chapter 6. The FOM provides a clear goal for
FDD developers, while the rates of Chapter 6 give insight about the path to that goal.
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This chapter presents the method for calculating the FOM, then illustrates the deployment
of the method with a set of case studies.

7.2

Figure of Merit: Overview of FDD Value Calculation

The performance of a given FDD protocol is quantified with V, which is a representation
of the value of applying the handheld FDD tool to an air-conditioner during a routine
maintenance visit. This value is an indicator of the FDD tool’s utility when compared
with a baseline case, in which the technician performs some routine maintenance, but
does not apply FDD. This section introduces the FOM in a general way. The mechanics
of carrying out the calculation are presented in the next section.

Performance metrics are often arbitrary (a letter grade in a class, for example), but allow
comparison between competing performers. Besides comparative value, the FOM
proposed here also provides some connection to the quantified utility of the FDD tool, in
a manner similar to the Seasonal Energy Efficiency Rating (SEER) that is used to rate
air-conditioner efficiency. The metric V is intended to address the question: if a
technician is on a typical routine service call, how much added value will the FDD
provide if it’s applied? In other words, what is the balance of costs and benefits that
accrue between service visits that are directly attributable to FDD? As with airconditioner efficiency, FDD value is highly dependent on the specific case, so the value
of V is considered a representative value.
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V is calculated using probabilities: the probability of a given fault occurring at a given
fault level and the probability of FDD being applied at a given outdoor temperature. The
probability of FDD being applied at a given temperature is calculated using typical
meteorological year weather data for a given location. Service is assumed to occur only
for hours that meet two criteria: (a) between 6 AM and 7 PM, and (b) when outdoor drybulb temperature is above 60°F. The probability of service occurring at a given
temperature is the number of hours at that temperature divided by the total number of
hours that meet the service criteria.

The probability of a fault occurring at a given fault level – termed fault prevalence – is a
more problematic quantity. There are no known data that indicate the actual fault
prevalence. Although there are studies that report the incidence of charge faults and
evaporator airflow faults (for example, Downey and Proctor (2002) and Proctor (1997)),
these are not considered reliable since they used diagnostic methods that have been
shown in the current study to be highly unreliable, likely overstating the incidence of
these types of fault significantly. Since fault prevalence is an important requirement in
the determination of the value of FDD, assumed fault prevalence curves have been
invented. As true fault prevalence values become known, they can be substituted into the
values used in this FOM.

The costs and benefits for each scenario are multiplied by the probability and are summed
to give the value of applying the FDD in a single instance. This is equivalent to the
average value of applying FDD for a large and representative set of scenarios.
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The FDD is assumed to be applied as part of a routine maintenance check. Its value is
determined by comparing it to a baseline scenario without FDD, in which the technician
cleans the condenser coil and changes the evaporator filter routinely (i.e. provides
corrective action to address evaporator and condenser airflow faults (EA and CA)
whether they exist or not). In the baseline case, if EA or CA faults are present, they will
be eliminated by the service, and the performance of the system will be improved. If
other faults are present, there will be no effect on system performance. There is a service
cost associated with the service.

In the FDD case, the FDD is applied and there are several possibilities that affect the
value of the FDD. If the FDD provides a fault diagnosis, the technician addresses that
fault, whether the diagnosis is correct or not. The cost of addressing a fault is the product
of the number of labor hours required for that fault type and the hourly labor cost. These
values could be varied, but in a case study below the values are taken from Li and Braun
(2007b), with an inflation adjustment to generate 2014 values.

If the diagnosis is correct, there is a benefit from addressing the fault: the performance of
the system is brought back to its nominal value (FIR = 100%). This affects the value
calculation for the scenario in several ways. First, the efficiency of the system typically
improves, so the energy consumed over the operating period, τ, is reduced. The operating
period is a user-inputted variable, and represents the time that will pass until the next
service or until the unit ceases operation. The improvement in capacity from addressing
the fault will reduce the unit’s runtime. The unit’s lifetime is assumed to be a finite
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number of hours, so the reduced runtime will increase the equipment life, reducing the
capital costs associated with each hour of runtime.

Assumptions have been made for the value effects associated with No Diagnosis and No
Response outcomes from FDD. In the case of No Response, it is assumed that the
technician spends one half hour of labor applying the FDD, so the net cost of the FDD for
that outcome is the cost of labor, and there are no benefits. In the case of No Diagnosis it
is assumed that an additional half hour of labor is spent, as in the No Response case, but
since a No Diagnosis case indicates that a fault is present, it is assumed that the
technician applies manual diagnostic techniques, with a probability of successfully
diagnosing the true fault. This probability is associated with the FIR; a more impactful
fault is more likely to be correctly diagnosed. If the fault is not correctly diagnosed
manually, it is assumed that the technician spends time trying to get a diagnosis and
cleaning coils, but does not improve or degrade the system’s performance.

Finally, an additional treatment is required for overcharge faults (OC). This fault type
often increases capacity and efficiency, so addressing the fault can increase energy
consumption and run time. However, OC also increases the likelihood of flooding the
compressor, which can reduce the compressor life. Therefore a degradation factor is
calculated, which is proportional to the level of overcharge, and included in the
calculation.
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The units in the data library range from 2.5 to 5 tons with an average nominal capacity of
3.2 tons. If FDD is applied to larger air conditioners it can potentially provide greater
benefits in terms of energy cost savings and equipment cost savings. However, the costs
associated with corrective action also will increase in many cases, perhaps proportionally
to equipment size. As a result, the components of V are scaled according to the
equipment capacity.

In summary, the FOM describes a set of scenarios – particular air-conditioners, coil loads,
operating conditions, fault prevalence, costs of service, energy and equipment
replacement, and a status quo scenario – and associates probabilities with the scenarios to
give a dollar value that represents the overall cost or benefit from a single typical
application of the candidate FDD protocol.

7.3

Calculating V – the Value of Applying an FDD Tool

The net present value, V, of an FDD protocol, θ, is calculated by summing the product of
the net benefit of service with FDD, 𝛽𝛽𝜃𝜃 − 𝛽𝛽𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 , and the probability of occurrence, P,
for each scenario within the analysis. A scenario includes the air-conditioner, i, the fault
type, j, the fault intensity bin, k, and the ambient temperature bin, l.

𝑉𝑉(𝜃𝜃) = � � � � 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗,𝑘𝑘,𝑙𝑙 ∙ (𝛽𝛽𝜃𝜃 − 𝛽𝛽𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 )𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗,𝑘𝑘,𝑙𝑙
𝑖𝑖

where

𝑗𝑗

𝑘𝑘

𝑙𝑙

(7.1)
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P

probability of scenario (air-conditioner, fault type, fault intensity, and ambient

temperature)

β

net benefit from technician’s visit for a particular scenario per unit of capacity

[$/ton].

The net benefit, β, is the benefits of service, B, minus costs of service, C:

𝛽𝛽 = 𝐵𝐵 − 𝐶𝐶.

(7.2)

In the baseline case, βbaseline (service without FDD), the technician is assumed to address
airflow faults on the evaporator and condenser (cleaning the coil, changing the filter, or
other similar minor service actions). If an airflow fault exists, this action removes the
fault and a benefit is created. If an airflow fault doesn’t exist, this action has no effect. In
either case, there is a labor cost associated with the service.

7.3.1

Probabilities

The probability of FDD being applied in a given scenario is a combination of the
probabilities of the FDD being applied to an air-conditioner that represents the airconditioning unit of interest; the fault type of interest occurring; the fault intensity being
within a given bin, and the ambient temperature being within a given bin.

𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗,𝑘𝑘,𝑙𝑙 = 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 ∙ 𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗 ∙ 𝑃𝑃𝑘𝑘 ∙ 𝑃𝑃𝑙𝑙 .

(7.3)
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Probability Pi, quantifies the extent to which a unit within the data library represents a
unit of interest to the user. This allows a user to weight the evaluation based upon the
characteristics of the test units in the data library. For example, a user may feel that the
likelihood of the FDD being applied to TXV-equipped units is twice the likelihood of it
being applied to FXO-equipped units, and can weight the probabilities for the units
accordingly. In the case study presented in this chapter, the eight units in the data library
are considered equally to represent a typical unit for which FDD will be applied, so each
Pi is 1/8.

Pj is the assumed distribution of fault type, which is one facet of fault prevalence. Since
true fault prevalence is not known, the case studies in this chapter use an assumed profile
of fault type distribution, shown in Table 5, below.

Table 5: Example fault prevalence by fault type, φ, for single faults, Pj.
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The probability of a fault occurring at a given intensity, Pj, is the other facet of fault
prevalence. This distribution is also not known, so the case studies use a set of assumed
distributions shown in section 7.3.4 – Fault Prevalence Assumptions.

The probability of FDD being applied within a given ambient temperature bin, Pl, is the
fraction of total hours in a year, hT, that fall within that bin, hb. It is assumed that service
occurs between 6 AM and 7 PM, and only when Tamb > 60°F. Therefore, hT and hb are
calculated only for this subset of annual hours.

𝑃𝑃𝑙𝑙 =

ℎ𝑏𝑏
ℎ𝑇𝑇

(7.4)

For example, in Omaha’s typical meteorological year (TMY) data there are 2601 hours
per year that fall between 6 AM and 7 PM and have Tamb over 60°F. Of these hours, 545
have 80°F < Tamb < 90°F. For this bin, Pl = 545/2601 = 21%. This means that if FDD is
applied in Omaha, there is a 21% probability that it will be applied when 80°F < Tamb <
90°F.

7.3.2

Calculating the Benefit of Service (B)

One objective of FDD is avoidance of excessive operating costs (equipment wear and
energy costs). This objective is associated with time: the number of hours in the weather
bin, hb, and the length of time until the next service, τ. The operating costs for a faulted
scenario include consideration of the capital costs associated with reduction of equipment
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life caused by operation with a fault. This loss of equipment life is calculated by
assuming a finite number of hours of runtime life, L, and calculating the hourly runtime
cost on this basis. As faulted equipment runs longer to compensate for lost capacity, the
amortized capital costs are increased. However, faults may cause more wear on the
equipment than is represented by the additional runtime (since the compressor may
operate at a higher temperature or against a greater head in addition to running longer).
This additional wear can be accounted for by using a fault degradation multiplier, α.

The benefit, B, of performing service (with or without FDD) for a particular scenario (airconditioner, fault type, fault intensity, and ambient temperature) is quantified using Eq.
7.5. This equation describes the benefit that accrues during all of the hours within the
temperature bin, hb.

𝐵𝐵𝑏𝑏 = ��

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑢𝑢
−
� ∙ 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅 + (𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓 − 𝐸𝐸𝑢𝑢 ) ∙ 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐸𝐸 � ∙ 𝜏𝜏
𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓
𝐿𝐿𝑢𝑢

(7.5)

which has units

(ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜/𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦)
$
=�
∙ $/𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 + (𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘ℎ/𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ∙ 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦) ∙ $/𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘ℎ� ∙ 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦
𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜
and where the variables represent the following quantities:
RT

runtime (faulted and unfaulted) within ambient bin [hours/year]

(7.6)
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L

runtime life (faulted and unfaulted) of the equipment prior to replacement [hours]

CostR equipment replacement cost [$/ton]
E

energy used (faulted and unfaulted) within ambient bin per unit of capacity
[kWh/ton]

CostE energy cost [$/kWh]
τ

time until next service [years].

The benefit of service accrues throughout an operating year (not only for the temperature
bin in which the service was performed). Therefore, the benefit, B, used in Eq. 7.2 is the
sum of the benefits for all ambient bins.

𝐵𝐵 = � 𝐵𝐵𝑏𝑏 .

(7.7)

To clarify: there is a probability of service taking place in a given ambient bin, Pl. The
ambient temperature affects the FDD’s protocol’s ability to detect and diagnose faults. If
the diagnosis is correct, the benefit includes performance improvement throughout the
year, not just for the hours within the temperature bin.

The runtime hours for the unfaulted case within an ambient bin, RTu is calculated based
on a simplified load calculation model, which assumes that the coil load is related to the
ambient temperature, using the formulation in equation 7.8, below. Two of the
simplifications in this model are that: a) it does not specifically consider the effect of
ambient temperature on equipment capacity; b) it doesn’t consider the internal loads in
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the space being cooled by the air conditioning equipment. These simplifications have
opposing effects. In low ambient conditions, the skin load on a building may be very low,
so internal loads have a more significant effect on increasing runtime than at high
ambient conditions. However, lower ambient temperature also increases the capacity of
the unit, which decreases runtime.

For the simulation data library, comparing the capacity with 65°F ambient temperature to
capacity with 95°F ambient temperature shows an average 10% increase in capacity. The
magnitude of the effect of internal loads on runtime is building-dependent, but as noted
above, it acts in the opposite direction as the effect of ambient on capacity.

The calculated RTu is not allowed to exceed the total number of hours in the bin.
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑢𝑢 = 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ��ℎ𝑏𝑏 ∙ 𝑋𝑋𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ∙

(𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 − 𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 )
� , ℎ𝑏𝑏 �
(𝑇𝑇𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 − 𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 )

where
hb

number of hours in the temperature bin [hours]

Xdes

percentage of time that the compressor is running at the design condition

Tamb

ambient temperature for the given bin [°F]

Tmin

minimum temperature for which the compressor will run [°F]

Tdes

design temperature [°F].

(7.8)
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Since hb is made up of hours between 6 AM and 7 PM, the equipment runtime is also
based upon this range. This emulates a system that only operates during these hours,
which is not uncommon for light commercial buildings. Furthermore, nighttime setback
control schemes and the probability of using an air-side economizer during the cooler
nighttime hours mean that a system that operates 24 hours per day will be reasonably
well represented by this calculation.

The runtime hours for the faulted case within an ambient bin, RTf, is adjusted to account
for the reduced capacity of the system under the faulted condition (i.e. the coil load is
assumed to be constant):

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓 =

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑢𝑢
.
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

(7.9)

The lifetime of the unit in terms of runtime can be degraded by some faults, particularly
related to conditions that can lead to early compressor failure. The degradation can be
related to the deviation of fault intensity from the unfaulted case:

𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓 = 𝐿𝐿𝑢𝑢 �1 − 𝛼𝛼𝜙𝜙 �𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝜙𝜙,𝑓𝑓 − 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝜙𝜙,𝑢𝑢 ��
where
𝛼𝛼𝜙𝜙

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝜙𝜙

multiplier relating compressor wear to fault intensity for fault type φ
fault intensity for fault type φ.

(7.10)
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The definitions for FI vary in terms of the unfaulted quantity. For evaporator airflow, for
example, FIEA = 100% implies unfaulted. For non-condensable gas, FINC = 0% implies
unfaulted. Therefore, 𝛼𝛼𝜙𝜙 must be chosen to properly account for the effect of a given
fault on the lifetime of the equipment.

In this study, only the effect of refrigerant overcharge on equipment life was considered,
which accounts for the compressor damage caused by the occasional intake of two-phase
refrigerant. For this case, the reduced runtime life is calculated as a function of the
overcharge fault intensity according to

where
𝛼𝛼𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂

FIOC

𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓 = 𝐿𝐿𝑢𝑢 �1 − 𝛼𝛼𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 �𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂,𝑓𝑓 − 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂,𝑢𝑢 ��

(7.11)

a multiplier to reduce or increase the magnitude of the equipment degradation
fault intensity of overcharge (faulted and unfaulted).

In the case studies in this chapter, αOC is chosen to be 1. The unfaulted value of
overcharge, FIOC,u = 100%. Using these values, a 20% overcharge (FIOC,f = 120%) will
reduce runtime life expectancy by 20%.

The energy consumption for the faulted case within an ambient bin, Ef, is calculated
using RTf and the faulted overall power consumption, 𝑊𝑊̇𝑓𝑓 , which is available in the data
library. It is normalized by the system’s nominal capacity:
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𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓 =

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓 ∙ 𝑊𝑊̇𝑓𝑓
𝑄𝑄𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

(7.12)

where
𝑊𝑊̇

Qnom

electrical power [kW]
nominal capacity of unit [tons].

Energy consumption for the unfaulted case within an ambient bin is calculated in the
same manner as for the faulted case, but requires an additional step to gather the input
components:
𝐸𝐸𝑢𝑢 = 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑢𝑢 ∙

𝑊𝑊𝑢𝑢̇
.
𝑄𝑄𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

(7.13)

Unfaulted power, 𝑊𝑊𝑢𝑢̇ , is not contained in the data library for faulted cases. It is therefore

expressed using FIR values and faulted power, 𝑊𝑊̇𝑓𝑓 . The expression is derived as follows:
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 =

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

Solving for 𝑊𝑊𝑢𝑢̇

𝑄𝑄̇
.
𝑊𝑊̇

𝑄𝑄̇𝑓𝑓
� ̇ �
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓
𝑊𝑊𝑓𝑓
𝑄𝑄̇𝑓𝑓 𝑊𝑊̇𝑢𝑢
=
=
=
∙ .
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑢𝑢
𝑊𝑊̇𝑓𝑓 𝑄𝑄𝑢𝑢̇
𝑄𝑄̇𝑢𝑢
� ̇ �
𝑊𝑊𝑢𝑢

(7.14)

(7.15)
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𝑊𝑊𝑢𝑢̇ =

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 ∙ 𝑊𝑊̇𝑓𝑓 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 ∙ 𝑊𝑊̇𝑓𝑓
=
.
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
𝑄𝑄̇𝑓𝑓
� ̇ �
𝑄𝑄𝑢𝑢

(7.16)

Substituting 𝑊𝑊𝑢𝑢̇ into the expression for 𝐸𝐸𝑢𝑢 in Equation 7.13 gives a solution in terms of

quantities available in the data library:

𝐸𝐸𝑢𝑢 = 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑢𝑢 ∙

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 ∙ 𝑊𝑊̇𝑓𝑓
𝑊𝑊𝑢𝑢̇
= 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑢𝑢 ∙
.
𝑄𝑄𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 ∙ 𝑄𝑄𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

(7.17)

A final observation about B is that it is non-zero only for cases in which the fault is
correctly diagnosed.

7.3.3

Calculating the Costs of Service

There are three costs that contribute to the overall cost for a particular service scenario: i)
the cost of applying repair service, CS; ii) the cost associated with No Response when an
FDD tool is applied, CNR; and iii) the cost associated with No Diagnosis from an FDD
tool, CND. Unlike the benefits of service, which accrue over time, the costs of service
happen at the time when the service technician visits the unit.

𝐶𝐶 =

(𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆 + 𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 + 𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 )
.
𝑄𝑄𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

(7.18)
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CS is the service cost to perform regular service (in the baseline case) or to address faults
that are diagnosed by an FDD method, whether correctly or not. Therefore, False Alarms,
Misdiagnoses and Correct diagnoses have associated CS values. Implementation cost of
FDD is not considered.

𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠 = ℎ𝑠𝑠 ∙ 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠

where:

(7.19)

hS

hours of service labor associated with the diagnosed fault (Table 7-6) [hours]

ρs

service labor cost [$/hour].

The service costs are based upon hours of labor associated with each fault type, taken
from Li and Braun (2007b) for small commercial rooftop units:
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Table 7-6: Service labor hours associated with addressing each fault type for small
commercial RTUs (Li and Braun 2007b).

Note 1: The VL fault requires replacement of the compressor to address it. The equipment cost for
compressor replacement is represented with four additional labor hours, consistent with Li and Braun
(2007).

The cost of a No Response outcome, CNR, is a constant, equal to ½ hour of service labor.

𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 = 0.5 ∙ 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠 .

(7.20)

The base cost of a No Diagnosis outcome, CND, is ½ hour of labor. In addition there is a
probability of the technician correctly diagnosing the fault without FDD, Ptech, multiplied
by the costs and benefits associated with a correct diagnosis. If the technician does not
correctly diagnose the fault, two additional hours of service labor are assumed.

𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 = 0.5 ∙ 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠 + 𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡ℎ (𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠 − 𝐵𝐵) + (1 − 𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡ℎ ) ∙ 2 ∙ 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠 .

(7.21)

The probability, Ptech, is double the fault’s impact on capacity, as shown in Table 7-7.
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Table 7-7: Probability of a technician correctly diagnosing a fault without FDD.

7.3.4

Fault Prevalence Assumptions (values for Pj)

The figures in this section show plots of the assumed probabilities of a fault occurring at
a particular intensity as a function of its intensity. In each case the summation of the
probabilities is 100%.
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Figure 7-1: Undercharge fault prevalence.

Figure 7-2: Overcharge fault prevalence.
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Figure 7-3: Evaporator airflow fault prevalence.

Figure 7-4: Condenser airflow fault prevalence.
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Figure 7-5: Liquid line restrictions fault prevalence.

Figure 7-6: Non-condensable gas fault prevalence.
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Figure 7-7: Compressor leakage fault prevalence.

7.4

Case Studies

The figure of merit, V, has been applied in several case studies. Each case study consists
of a set of assumptions about the scenario in which FDD will be deployed – geographical
location, energy costs, etc. – being applied in a calculation of V. Each of the eight
protocols described in Chapter 6 is considered as a candidate. To gain additional insight,
results from two additional fictitious protocols are also presented. The first, referred to as
“Correct”, is a protocol that correctly diagnoses the actual fault condition in all cases. The
second, referred to as “Ideal” is a protocol that only flags a fault when it would be costeffective for a service technician to address the fault. With reference to Eq. 7.1, the Ideal
protocol reports the correct fault in scenarios in which 𝛽𝛽𝜃𝜃 is greater than βbaseline, so that

the contribution to V(θ) is positive. In all other cases, it reports “No Fault”. Comparison
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of the VCorrect and VIdeal results shed light on issues surrounding the cost-effectiveness of
addressing faults, and VIdeal shows the maximum possible value for each analysis.

The main purpose of these case studies is to illustrate the calculation of V, but
conclusions are also presented regarding the FOM’s strengths and limitations, and its
sensitivity to the various inputs. Future work will explore the issues more systematically.

7.4.1

Inputs for Case Studies

This section describes the values for the inputs that were used in the case studies, and the
source of those values.

7.4.1.1 Operating Conditions
TMY3 weather data were gathered from the National Solar Radiation Data Base managed
by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory. These weather data were sorted into bins
according to dry-bulb temperature and time-of-day.

It is assumed in these case studies that the air entering the evaporator has a 77°F drybulb
and 65°F wetbulb temperature when the FDD is applied, to represent a typical return air
condition. The return air condition does not affect the runtime calculations, but can affect
the performance of the FDD, particularly for unusual scenarios such as very low humidity
with dry-coil cooling. It would be possible to add an additional weighting scheme to
account for the probabilities of various return air conditions in a manner similar to the
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treatment of ambient temperatures, but it was not anticipated that this would provide
substantially different results.

7.4.1.2 Air-conditioning System
The system is assumed to be equally well represented by each of the eight units in the
data library, so Pi = 1/8 in each case. It is further assumed that in each case the unit is
designed to handle the cooling load for the design day, using the ASHRAE 0.4% design
temperature for each location (ASHRAE 2013), shown in Table 7-8, and is further
oversized by 10%. It is assumed that the compressor doesn’t run when the ambient
temperature is below 55°F.

7.4.1.3 Sites
There are four diverse US locations considered in the case studies: Omaha, Nebraska;
Miami, Florida; Minneapolis, Minnesota; and San Francisco, California. Besides the
weather data described above, these locations have individual design temperatures and
energy costs, as shown in Table 7-8. The costs come from the local utility or the US
Bureau of Labor Statistics. Only energy cost is considered; demand charges and time-ofday considerations are not included.
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Table 7-8: Site-specific data.

7.4.1.4 Equipment and Service Costs
The normalized cost of equipment replacement, labor rates, and expected lifetime of
equipment are shown in Table 7-9. These quantities, and the number of hours of
technician time associated with servicing each fault type (Table 7-6) were all taken from
Li and Braun (2007b). Since these data came from a 2004 study, they were adjusted for
inflation to bring them to 2014 rates. The values shown are the adjusted values.

Table 7-9: Equipment and service cost data.
Description
Installed equipment cost
Equipment life (unfaulted)
Service labor rate
Inflation since 2004

7.4.2

Source
Li & Braun (2007b)
Li & Braun (2007b)
Li & Braun (2007b)
Bureau of Labor Statistics

Abbr.
CostR
Lu

ρs

Value
$1109
12000
$82
26%

Detailed Results from Omaha Case Study

The input values used in the Omaha case are shown in Table 7-10, below.

Units
$/ton
hours
hour-1
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Table 7-10: Constants used in FOM calculation for Omaha.
Description
Runtime at design condition
Min. temp for compressor operation
Design temperature
Time until next service
Electricity cost per kWh
Total hours in bins (Omaha)

Source
User-defined
User-defined
ASHRAE
User-defined
Local utility
TMY2

Abbr.
Xdes
Tmin
Tdes
τ
CostE
hT

Value
90%
55
95
1
$0.10
2,954

Units
°F
°F
year
kWh-1
hours

Table 7-11 shows results from one unit (RTU 3) used in evaluating the MPS protocol.
Each row shows the aggregated net benefit in dollars per ton for all of the scenarios with
a given fault type, φ, and fault intensity, FI. The table includes some negative values;
those in which the costs associated with the FDD outweigh the benefits.

The values in the table represent the innermost part of the multiple summations in
Equation 7.1, but in each case probabilities Pj and Pk have been applied, so that summing
the values in the table gives the full contribution to VMPS for this unit. Symbolically, each
row in the table shows ∑𝑙𝑙 𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗,𝑘𝑘,𝑙𝑙 (𝛽𝛽𝜃𝜃 − 𝛽𝛽𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 )𝑗𝑗,𝑘𝑘,𝑙𝑙 .
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Table 7-11: Values of ∑𝑙𝑙 𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗,𝑘𝑘,𝑙𝑙 (𝛽𝛽𝜃𝜃 − 𝛽𝛽𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 )𝑗𝑗,𝑘𝑘,𝑙𝑙 for MPS protocol on RTU 3 [$/ton].

The sum $14.22 can be interpreted as the average increase in value per ton of capacity for
a technician’s visit if this FDD tool is deployed. The largest contributor to this sum is the
unfaulted cases (NoF). The reason is that the NoF probability is quite high, and it is not
spread across several different FI bins like for the other fault categories. The benefits
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associated with unfaulted cases come from the avoidance of the unnecessary service that
is included in the baseline case. The bottom row in Table 7-11 is empty because the graybox model was unable to reliably simulate 50% Valve Leakage for this unit. Therefore,
no scenarios exist to evaluate the protocols at this condition.

A benefit of $14.22/ton per visit is a very attractive prospect, but the results from this
protocol vary significantly from one unit to the next. Table 7-12 shows that when the
values for each of the units are aggregated they give a net negative value of $9.45. This
indicates that although a technician’s visit in Omaha with this FDD deployed will provide
better results in some cases than the baseline technician visit, over a large number of
visits to different units, it is expected to provide worse results.

Table 7-12: MPS values of V for each unit.

The results from all of the protocols are shown in Table 7-13, including individual results
for each unit. For the most part the protocols have a similar amount of variation in their
performance from one unit to the next. A notable exception to this is the SA protocol,
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which gives very consistent results in all cases except Split 3. SA is also the only real
protocol that gives positive results for all units, the only real protocol to give a positive
aggregated V, and even significantly outperforms the Correct protocol.

The way that SA achieves this high performance is by tolerating faults that are not severe.
Such faults are often not worth addressing. SA’s developers have noted that they are less
likely to report faults that have high repair costs relative to the value of addressing them.
Much of the value of the SA outputs in this analysis comes from the avoidance of the
baseline service: cleaning the heat exchangers.

Table 7-13: FOM results from all protocols for Omaha scenario.

The Correct protocol performs poorly compared to the SA protocol because it does not
have any fault tolerance. All faults, including those that are not important with respect to
equipment degradation or energy use, are addressed, imposing service costs that do not
pay off in many cases. The SA protocol provides about 60% of the maximum potential
($14.22, compared with $24.91 for the Ideal protocol).
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If an advanced protocol could be developed – one that were able to correctly diagnose the
fault condition in all cases – it would need to avoid addressing minor faults for it to be
truly valuable. This could be accomplished by giving an indication of fault impact, such
as FIRcapacity or FIRCOP, along with the diagnosis, so that technicians could decide whether
to tolerate a fault.

All of the results are highly dependent upon the assumptions that go into them. One
important consideration in the results of Table 7-13 is the length of time in the analysis, τ.
The current analysis uses τ = 1 year. This means that it is assumed that a technician will
return in a year. It is unknown whether the future technician would use FDD or whether
they would detect a missed fault from the previous year. Therefore, the persistence of
benefits – reduced equipment wear and energy use – is quite brief. Repairs need to have a
one-year payback or less to provide net positive value, which explains why the Correct
protocol performs so poorly; many repairs don’t pay off within a year.

To further examine the issue of the effect of benefits persistence, the evaluation has been
repeated twice for different values of τ: ½ year and 3 years. The FOM results are shown
in Table 7-14 and Table 7-15.
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Table 7-14: FOM results for Omaha with τ = 1/2 year.

Table 7-15: FOM results for Omaha with τ = 3 years.

The starkest difference in the two sets of results is the values of the Correct case. In the τ
= ½ year case, for most units the faults are not worth addressing; there is an overall cost
of $5.51/ton if all faults are correctly diagnosed and addressed. In the distributions shown
in Figure 7-1 to Figure 7-6, low intensity faults are assumed to be more common than
severe faults. Low intensity faults aren’t worth addressing for a half cooling season worth
of reduced wear and energy usage, but even when lumped with the more serious faults, a
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decision whether to tolerate or address all faults favors tolerating them in the ½ to 1 year
range.

However, Table 7-15 shows that for a three-year benefits persistence window, it is clearly
worth addressing all faults (as opposed to none). In this case there is an overall benefit of
$10.40/ton. The drastic difference between these values highlights a dissatisfying element
of the analysis approach: the decision to tolerate or address a fault shouldn’t be made
based upon such a brief persistence-of-benefits period. However, the benefits of FDD
may be overstated if we assume, for example, that the current technician’s visit is the
only expected service for many years to come. A future revision to the method may
address this by amortizing the repair costs.

The range of V for most of the real protocols is disappointing. In all cases except for SA,
they provide negative value, meaning that it’s better for a technician to clean the coils and
leave than to apply these FDD tools. These protocols’ results are not very sensitive to τ
because they so rarely provide a correct diagnosis (benefits, which have persistence over
time, are only accrued in cases where a fault is correctly diagnosed). For three of these
protocols – MPS, TM and ADM – that have the potential to give No Diagnosis outputs,
the treatment of the No Diagnosis case becomes quite important. For No Diagnosis cases,
since the technician has been alerted to the presence of a fault, it is assumed that he or she
spends additional time trying to diagnose the fault and has a probability of success that
depends upon the fault’s severity. In the case of unfaulted or lightly faulted units, the
additional labor is expensive but yields no benefits. This is what causes the TM protocol,
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for example, to be so costly. That protocol gives a No Diagnosis response in almost every
scenario.

An interesting contrast is shown between the RCA-2013 and RCA-2013-HERS protocols.
These protocols are only capable of diagnosing charge faults. Since they require a manual
evaporator airflow measurement prior to applying the diagnostics, the analysis assumes
that all systems have correct evaporator airflow (implemented by not including EA
scenarios in the evaluation; the cost of the manual airflow measurement is ignored in the
evaluation). The only difference between RCA-2013 and RCA-2013-HERS is the
tolerances for deviation of suction superheat and liquid line subcooling from the target
values. The looser tolerances of the HERS version cause it to flag far fewer charge faults,
hence declaring far more systems unfaulted. In the 3-year case, this results in the value of
V rising from -$25.64 per ton for RCA-2013 to -$2.43 per ton for RCA-2013-HERS.

The SA protocol is affected remarkably little by the change of τ. It also stands in a class
of its own with regard to its overall value, giving positive V for all units in all timeframes.
A key way that this protocol provides value is by tolerating faults, thereby avoiding
unnecessary service (in the baseline, the technician automatically cleans the coils). It
targets faults that have a short payback.

If the SA protocol can provide value by declaring No Fault in most cases, a question
arises: how much value is provided by ignoring all faults? It turns out that for the Omaha
scenario with τ = 1, the overall value of no service is $24.08 (compared with the baseline
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service), which is greater than for any real protocol, and very close to the Ideal protocol’s
$24.91 result. This would indicate that routine service should not be conducted, or should
be conducted with less frequency. However, the result is most likely an artifact of this
particular analysis.

Some factors that could contribute to this unexpected result include:
•

Low energy costs in Omaha mean that energy savings are less significant than
more typical sites.

•

The benefits ignore a significant contributor to overall value: the effects of
thermal comfort. If an air-conditioner fails to meet load, or has its compressor fail,
the building’s occupants may be less comfortable, which can impact worker
productivity. In some commercial scenarios it may mean temporary closure,
which can have costs that are much larger than any costs associated with the costs
of owning and operating the air-conditioner. The economic effects associated with
thermal comfort are highly variable and difficult to quantify, so they are left out
of the analysis.

•

The current analysis assumed that most faults had no equipment-wear effect other
than causing the equipment to run longer. For overcharge, the αOC = 1 assumption
means that the equipment life is reduced by the percentage of charge over 100%
of nominal. These assumptions may be too conservative.

•

The fault prevalence assumptions may be quite unrealistic, and V is very sensitive
to fault prevalence. Besides the assumptions of FI distributions, one aspect of
fault prevalence – the assumption that only one fault occurs at a time – is
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problematic. Clearly the presence of one fault does not prevent a different fault
from occurring. Some faults can occur only during service or installation
(overcharge, non-condensables), but some faults are inevitable in equipment that
isn’t serviced for a long period of time (coil and filter fouling – EA and CA). If a
longer τ is used, as discussed above, it should be assumed that EA and CA
automatically appear. However, our models are only capable of reliably
simulating systems with a single fault present, so we are constrained in how we
can conduct these evaluations; we can’t test an FDD protocol’s response to
simultaneous faults.

The most important of these problems is fault prevalence. To illustrate the sensitivity of
V to changes in fault prevalence assumptions, an analysis has been conducted in which
the fault prevalence assumptions presented above are altered in one way: the probability
of No Fault scenarios is reduced from it’s original 39% to 14%. The remaining
distribution of faults is adjusted proportionately, as shown in Table 7-16, to bring the sum
to 100%. The Omaha results are again presented, based upon this revised fault prevalence,
in Table 7-17.
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Table 7-16: Modification to fault type distribution for fault prevalence sensitivity analysis.

Table 7-17: FOM results for Omaha using revised fault prevalence from Table 7-16.

The effect of a modified fault prevalence profile can be seen by comparing Table 7-13
with Table 7-17. Fault prevalence has the most noticeable effects on the same protocol
that was most sensitive to τ: the Correct protocol. VCorrect drops significantly because
there are more cases for which service is performed that have a payback less than one
year, and far fewer unfaulted cases, in which the routine service is correctly avoided. The
drop in V for SA is also significant, and is caused by the same process; there are far
fewer unfaulted cases in which routine service is correctly avoided by tolerating the fault.
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For the other protocols, which have more random performance in general, there are
improvements in some cases and deterioration in others, but none is as significant.

Finally, in each of the tables of results above, Split 3 gives much lower results for most
protocols when compared with the other units. One reason for this is that many of the
protocols struggled with the no fault condition for this unit. No fault conditions are
heavily weighted. A second reason is that this unit’s capacity was heavily impacted by
condenser airflow faults (CA), for which the baseline case provides significant benefits
because the condenser is automatically cleaned. The protocols typically gave No
Diagnosis or misdiagnosed CA cases for Split 3. It’s possible that the model for this unit
has some sort of problem, or that the actual unit has unusual performance (a relatively
undersized condenser, for example).

7.4.3

Case Studies for Other Locations

Case studies for Miami, FL, Minneapolis, MN, and San Francisco, CA are presented in
this section. These case studies use all of the same assumptions and inputs as the Omaha
case study shown in Table 7-13, with the exception of the weather data and the sitespecific constants provided in Table 7-8.
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Table 7-18: FOM results from all protocols for Miami scenario.

Miami has a slightly higher electricity cost than Omaha ($0.122/kWh compared to
$0.10/kWh), but a far higher number of operating hours in cooling mode – almost every
day of the year. This makes the payoffs for addressing faults more attractive, boosting
both VIdeal and VCorrect, and slightly diminishing VSA.

Table 7-19: FOM results from all protocols for Minneapolis scenario.
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Minneapolis has a lower energy cost ($0.085/kWh) and slightly reduced cooling runtime,
compared with Omaha. This reduces the attractiveness of addressing faults, so VCorrect is
slightly reduced. Most other results are roughly equal for Omaha and Minneapolis.

Table 7-20: FOM results from all protocols for San Francisco scenario.

San Francisco has a more moderate climate than the other sites, but roughly double the
cost of energy compared to the other sites ($0.233/kWh). In general, energy costs
associated with faults are smaller than equipment degradation costs (Li and Braun 2007a),
so VCorrect is improved compared to Omaha, but not as much as it was for Miami, which
has roughly double the runtime (hence more equipment wear). VSA, as with Miami, has
slightly diminished value compared with Omaha.

Finally, one way to summarize and compare the data presented in these case studies is to
present each protocol’s aggregated value as a percentage of the maximum possible value
(i.e. as the percentage of VIdeal). These percentages are shown in Table 7-21, below. Each
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percentage is the average $/ton value divided by the average $/ton for the Ideal protocol.
One problem with this method of comparison is that it gives negative values whenever V
is negative, which isn’t a particularly meaningful value. In Table 7-21 the non-negative
results are shown in bold, except for the case of the Ideal protocol, which by definition
gives 100%.

Table 7-21: Aggregated FOM results as a percentage of Ideal

The SA protocol gives around half of the maximum potential value in most cases. Its
lowest result is for the fourth row, which gives the results that were generated with a
different fault prevalence assumption, in which the percentage of cases with no fault is
reduced. All other protocols’ results are negative, except for two scenarios in which the
Correct protocol gives about 1/3 of the maximum potential value.

7.5

Conclusions

This chapter described a figure of merit, V, for quantifying the performance of FDD tools
in a comprehensive, fair and meaningful way. Like the other performance metrics that
have been presented, V can be used to compare performance of different protocols.
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However, V also connects to the purpose of deploying FDD: avoiding unnecessary
equipment, service and operating costs. It does this by presenting the value of
deployment of a given FDD tool in terms of likely economic ramifications. By bringing
each facet of the analysis to a common unit (currency), costs and benefits can be
combined or compared so that the figure of merit can be expressed in a single quantity. It
is expected that this will make the use of this figure of merit more widely applicable
because it can be understood by a wider audience than, for example, the performance
metrics shown in Chapter 6.

V is analogous to SEER or to EPA fuel efficiency metrics in that it predicts general
performance based upon measured performance for a specific set of conditions. The set
of conditions for V is far more complex than for SEER or EPA fuel efficiency. Still, it is
likely that V can reasonably represent FDD performance for conditions that vary from the
evaluation conditions, and comparisons of V for different FDD tools can be expected to
preserve the rank order of true performance.

There are some improvements that should be made to the method for determining V. One
important improvement is that the inputs should be adjusted so that an FDD protocol that
tolerates all faults does not perform as well as it currently does. This will likely reduce
the gap between the SA protocol and others evaluated in this study. These adjustments
could be to α values, to the assumptions about the baseline case, the amortizing of costs,
assumptions about No Diagnosis cases, the value of τ, and most importantly, to fault
prevalence. A future paper will be developed describing the figure of merit from this
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chapter. In the paper it is important that this issue has been addressed, because otherwise
adoption of the method would reward FDD tools that miss or tolerate all faults.

Since V is a net present worth of the FDD (for a given set of application assumptions), an
interpretation is that tools with positive values should be adopted, and those with negative
values shouldn’t. Given the uncertainties associated with the calculation, particularly with
fault prevalence, this interpretation should be used cautiously. However, considering the
evidence from the performance metric results shown in Chapter 6 and the figure of merit
results in the current chapter, the utility of this type of FDD tool is questionable. An
unintended but very important conclusion that might be drawn from this study is that
handheld FDD tools – those that are intended to be generically applied to many different
air-conditioners – may not be capable of producing the kind of performance that is
required for them to be very cost effective. It may be time for the industry to move
toward unit-specific tools, or tools that use unit-specific parameters that have been
determined in a laboratory.

Much of the benefit from FDD stems from the avoidance of unnecessary service. The
Correct protocol – which correctly identified the fault conditions in all cases – gave
results that were not as good as SA, because the Correct protocol is assumed to address
all faults, even if they are minor. If FDD tools were capable of providing fault assessment,
to indicate the fault impact in some meaningful way, then they could be vastly more
valuable because they would facilitate a technician tolerating a fault if it’s not deemed
worthwhile addressing.
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CHAPTER 8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

8.1

Summary

The objective of this work was to develop methodologies for evaluating the performance
of FDD protocols applied to air-cooled vapor compression air-conditioning systems
(referred to as unitary systems). No standardized methods for evaluating the performance
of FDD exist in HVAC or in the broader application of FDD in control of processes,
aeronautics, nuclear equipment, etc.

There have been many researchers and developers that have proposed FDD methods over
the past few decades. A few researchers have evaluated the performance of specific
methods. A review of papers related to FDD and evaluation of FDD is given in Chapter 1
of this dissertation. A review of literature describing the effects of faults on equipment
performance has been conducted, and is briefly summarized in this chapter.

Chapter 2 describes the evaluation methodology that has been developed. Evaluation
generally requires feeding a set of inputs scenarios to the protocol and observing the
protocol’s response, then comparing the response to the known conditions for each
scenario. There are six possible outcomes for each input scenario: No Response, Correct,
False Alarm, Misdiagnosis, Missed Detection and No Diagnosis. Fault-impact based
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evaluation categorizes each scenario that is fed to the protocol based upon its effect on
either capacity or COP. For False Alarms, thresholds are used to differentiate faulted
from fault-free operating conditions. Any fault that causes an impact smaller than the
threshold is considered unfaulted. The threshold is varied so that a user’s preference can
be applied. For Misdiagnoses, Missed Detections, and No Diagnoses, the faulted data are
grouped in bins according to their fault impact ratio (FIR). When all of the input
scenarios have been run through the protocol, the results are gathered and rates are
calculated using formulae that are provided in Chapter 2. Distributable software, FDD
Evaluator, has been developed to carry out evaluations and present the results.

Chapter 3 describes the library of experimental data that have been gathered for use in the
evaluations. Data from laboratory testing of 19 air-conditioning units have been gathered,
but a strict vetting process has removed a large number of tests, including all of the tests
for 10 of these units, leaving a total of 607 test scenarios from 9 units. The test scenarios
have been organized and put into a standard-format data library. The data sets are
augmented in several ways, including generation of a normal model for each unit with
sufficient data. The normal model is an inverse model that predicts the capacity and COP
for any set of driving conditions, in the absence of faults. This model enables accurate
calculation of the FIR for each test scenario. The nominally correct charge level for each
unit is determined by finding the charge that gives the maximum COP at the “A” rating
condition (95/80/67). In most cases this charge level is the same as the experimenterdefined nominal charge.
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An additional data library has been built from simulation data that are generated with
gray-box models (Cheung and Braun 2013a, 2013b). This library contains 14,029
scenarios, which are distributed throughout the input space in a uniform manner. In the
future this simulation data library will form the basis of an inverse model that can run
much faster than the gray-box model, which can provide inputs to the FDD Evaluator as
needed. It has been shown that this approach is effective when using an automated neural
network inverse modeling approach. The gray-box model has been validated. A full
description of that validation is given in Appendix C.

Chapter 4 describes the faults that are included in the evaluation. The faults were selected
based upon what was available in the experimental data: undercharge, overcharge,
evaporator airflow, condenser airflow, liquid line restrictions, non-condensable gas, and
compressor valve leakage. The experimenters generally selected these faults because they
are believed to be the most prevalent and important faults in a vapor-compression cycle.
A large body of literature on the effects of faults on system performance was reviewed.
One important conclusion from this review is that reduction of airflow is a good proxy
for evaporator and condenser fouling faults.

Chapter 5 describes the use of simulation data in FDD evaluation. The rationale for using
simulation-generated input data rather than experimentally-generated data includes: a)
improved reliability; b) larger number of systems; c) control over the grid of driving
conditions and fault conditions; d) potential to use multiple simultaneous faults; e) a way
to prevent gaming.
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Chapter 6 presents the results of case studies of six FDD protocols: RCA-2013; ADM;
TM; SA; MPS and RCA-2008. The protocols’ rates of No Response, False Alarms,
Misdiagnosis, Missed Detection, and No Detection are presented for evaluations
conducted with the measurement data library and also for evaluations conducted with the
simulation data library. Confusion plots are also presented for each protocol. The
performance of the protocols is found to range dramatically, from the TM protocol
(which flags almost all situations as faulted) to the SA protocol (which has a low False
Alarm rate, but a correspondingly high Missed Detection rate). The results, overall are
disappointing, particularly the high rates of False Alarm. However, the results are also
difficult to interpret, which highlights the need for the simple figure of merit, V,
presented in Chapter 7.

The case study results in Chapter 6 were quite different for the two input data libraries
(measurement and simulation). The reason for this difference is not that the model
deviates from the measurements; Appendix C shows that the model matches the
measurements quite well. Rather, the discrepancy is caused by the input conditions. The
measurements are dominated by scenarios with charge faults and evaporator airflow
faults imposed. The simulation data have a uniform distribution of fault types, fault
intensities, and operating conditions. The protocols’ performance is highly dependent
upon these conditions, with each protocol affected to a different extent. This underscores
the need for simulation-based evaluation.
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Chapter 7 introduces the figure of merit, V. This figure represents the typical average
monetary value that will be added to a service technician’s visit if he or she uses the FDD
tool in question. This value is represented in $/ton of nominal capacity, and it is
calculated with a comparison to a baseline case in which the technician performs service
to address evaporator and condenser airflow faults without performing tests to see if these
faults are present. There are many components that are required to conduct this
calculation, and many assumptions that must be made about associated costs,
probabilities, and technician behavior in response to ambiguous FDD responses. These
assumptions introduce a significant amount of uncertainty about how well the quantity V
will match the actual value when the FDD is deployed. This uncertainty is dominated by
the assumed fault prevalence profiles – the probability of faults occurring, by fault type
and fault intensity. There are no known data available that reliably describe the
prevalence of faults in existing equipment (which could be assumed to reflect the
prevalence of faults that an FDD tool would encounter), so prevalence profiles were
assumed. If fault prevalence data become available, the assumed profiles can be replaced.
Despite the uncertainties with calculation inputs, it is likely that the figure of merit
provides a reasonable value by which the relative performance of different FDD
protocols can be compared.

Case studies of ten FDD protocols were conducted, including two fictitious protocols:
one that correctly detects and diagnoses all scenarios, and one that gives ideal results
(detections only when a positive benefit results from addressing the fault). The figure of
merit was computed for each of the protocols for a case study in Omaha. In this study the
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effects of varying τ, the time until next service, and varying the probability of systems
having no fault present, were examined. Case studies were also conducted for Miami,
Minneapolis, and San Francisco. These studies concluded that the SA protocol provided
significant benefit in all cases. Most of this benefit stems from its approach of tolerating
faults, because many of the fault scenarios in the data library are not cost-effective to
address. This means that the value of the SA protocol was computed to be greater than
the value of the fictitious Correct protocol that correctly diagnoses (hence addresses) all
scenarios. The SA protocol gives about half of the maximum possible value in most cases,
calculated by comparing it to the results of the Ideal protocol. The other protocols did not
perform well, generally providing negative value for all cases (i.e. imposing a net cost as
compared with the baseline case).

8.2

Conclusions

There are several conclusions that have been drawn in this study.
•

Evaluation of FDD tools is necessary. The status quo assumption that a diagnosis
from an FDD tool is reliable has been shown to be wrong. Since the performance
of FDD tools varies significantly, it is important to test the performance prior to
adopting a given FDD protocol.

•

Generic FDD tools struggle to give accurate diagnoses. The variation in
measureable performance parameters from one unit to the next makes the
approach using generic FDD tools too difficult for current FDD technologies. It
seems likely that FDD tools that are configured to specific systems could provide
more reliable diagnoses.
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•

Quantification of the impact of faults on performance should be included in FDD
tools. In many fault scenarios, addressing the fault may not be cost effective. If
FDD tools do not give an indication of fault impact, the technician will have no
basis to decide whether to tolerate or address the fault. Addressing all faults may
be costlier than providing routine service (cleaning coils) and not checking for
faults, in many cases.

•

Fault prevalence data are needed. The value of applying a particular FDD
protocol, and FDD in general, depends strongly on fault prevalence. Without
certainty about the true costs and benefits associated with FDD tools, individual
and regulatory bodies may be hesitant to adopt them, despite its strong potential
for benefits.
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Appendix A: Plots of Charge Effects on Performance

The plots in this appendix show the effect of charge on performance at different driving
conditions. Each plot represents data from a single unit, and each point on the plot is a
test case. Since experimental facilities can’t achieve exactly the same conditions during
every test, the data points show more scatter than the actual experimental uncertainty
would provide. The tests grouped into a given series (set of driving conditions, denoted
in the series name shown in the legend) may have ambient temperature of ±0.75°F, and
indoor wet-bulb and dry-bulb variations up to ±1°F in some units. This doesn’t affect the
effectiveness of the data for evaluating FDD, but it does make them appear more
scattered in these plots than they would be if they could all have had exactly the same
driving conditions.
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Appendix B: Plots of Normal Models

This section presents plots of a representative sample of the normal models used in
calculation of FIR values for the data library.
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Appendix C: Gray-Box Model Validation
The discussion the validation of the gray-box model in this section is adapted from Yuill
et al. 2014b).

For any model to be relied upon, it must be verified (checked to ensure that the model is
correctly implemented) and validated (checked to ensure that the model represents the
phenomenon it simulates with some acceptable level of accuracy for its intended
application). Verification and validation are particularly important in the current case, for
two reasons. First, the modeling methodology is novel, so that both the model and the
modeling approach have the potential for errors. Second, because there may be signficant
repercussions for the protocols’ developers and for the overall market for FDD tools, so
the cost of modeling error could be quite large. Furthermore, the FDD protocols are very
sensitive to variances.

There is no single prescribed method for validating a model. Roach (2009) and
Oberkampf and Roy (2010) provide comprehensive discussions on verification and
validation in general. Many approaches can be used, and typically verification and
validation are conducted iteratively along with model improvements. This iterative
process and related terminology are described by Schlesinger (1979) and Thacker et al.
(2004), as summarized in Figure C-1.
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Figure C-1: Modeling, verification and validation process.

There are six methods that have been employed in the current project to test the
simulation. These methods are listed below and each is associated with the corresponding
parts of the process described in Figure C-1. These six methods are described in the
following section.
1. Third party description – confirmation and verification
2. Degeneracy testing – verification
3. Expert intuition – confirmation, verification and validation
4. Real system measurements – confirmation, verification and validation
5. Self consistency check – verification and validation
6. FDD evaluation comparison – confirmation, verification and validation

Verification and Validation Process
The six methods used in the verification and validation of the gray-box models of Cheung
and Braun (2013a, 2013b) are described below.
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1. Third-party description: This process, sometimes referred to as “structured walkthrough” or “step-by-step analysis”, consists of the modeler describing the modeling
approach to expert third parties for technical critique. It covers the choice of models
(confirmation) and the mathematical and programming approach for implementing these
models (verification). In the current case, the modeler described details both orally and in
written form on a weekly basis to his academic advisor, biennially to his research sponsor,
and as-needed to his colleague. Besides adding third-party input, this process caused the
modeler to focus on his own approach from a different perspective.

2. Degeneracy testing: In this process, a model is run with inputs from the extremes of the
intended input space, primarily to test the stability of the model. In the current case, it is
allowable for the model to fail occasionally because it is intended to generate a data
library in which a uniform distribution of modeled points is not necessary. There are,
therefore, numerous cases in which the model fails to converge, or in which components
(sub-models) fail to converge. These cases are simply abandoned. However, when
degeneracy testing uncovered entire regions of model failure, then the model was
modified.

3. Expert intuition: Since the process being modeled is physical – a vapor compression
cycle – and the modeler and his colleagues are knowledgeable about the process,
simulation outputs were studied to see whether they gave expected results. If they did not,
then either the mathematical model or the software implementation had a problem. For
example, it was found in many cases that an increase of inlet subcooling at the expansion
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valve led to a decrease of refrigerant mass flow rate. This is not realistic, so the parameter
estimation process was modified so that the model always predicts an increase in
refrigerant mass flow rate with an increase of inlet subcooling.

4. Real system measurements: Comparison of simulation outputs with experimental data
is a powerful and most commonly used approach whenever experimental data are
available. Discrepancies highlight the existence of a problem, but they don’t necessarily
indicate whether it’s a problem with the selected model or the implementation of the
model. Furthermore, the discrepancy may be caused by a problem with the measurement
data. In the current case, since the model has inversely modeled components, the
comparisons with measurement data were used in model verification, both at the
component level and system level, and model validation. Direct comparison of several
outputs, such as coefficient of performance (COP) and suction superheat, are shown in
Cheung and Braun (2013a).

5. Self consistency check: Models of physical systems tend to contain continuous wellbehaved functions; models can be expected to provide similar outputs for similar inputs.
In the current model, except at cusp-points, the functions tend to be very well behaved –
smooth and linear. (The cusp points are the points at which (a) superheat or subcooling
decrease to zero; (b) the air-side of the evaporator begins to condense water. These points
were given special consideration. They were found and specifically modeled, along with
several points nearby. Cusp points are singular, but simpler to model physically, than
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non-cusps.) By plotting various combinations of output versus input, unexpected
behaviors were identified, investigated, and addressed appropriately.

6. FDD evaluation comparison: The most important, but sometimes overlooked aspect of
model validation is the last part of the definition given on page 2: the model must be
suitable “for its intended application”. In the current case, the model’s purpose is to
provide input data for use in evaluation of FDD protocols. Therefore, the ultimate
validation is a comparison of the results of evaluating a sample of FDD protocols with: (a)
measurement data, and (b) data generated by the model. This specific approach is novel,
and is the primary focus of the current paper.

FDD Evaluation as a Basis for Model Validation
The FDD evaluation method developed by Yuill and Braun (2013) has been coded for
implementation in a software package, FDD Evaluator. This software has been verified
by replicating it in two different computing environments and comparing results. The
software contains an input data library, which it feeds through the candidate FDD
protocol then collects the protocol’s outputs, comparing them to the reference condition
in each case, and organizing the results as a function of fault impacts. To validate the
gray-box model of Cheung and Braun (2013a, 2013b), FDD Evaluator has been modified
to include special input data libraries, and six FDD protocols have been evaluated with
each of these libraries.
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To validate the model by comparing FDD evaluation results requires a direct comparison.
To do this, the model is run using the measured laboratory test conditions as the inputs
(independent variables). The five independent variables are: Tamb, Tra, WBra, fault type (φ),
and fault intensity (FI). For example, if a system was tested in the laboratory with Tamb =
35.1°C, Tra = 26.8°C, WBra = 19.5°C, and 80% of nominal condenser airflow then the
model was run with these same conditions. There are models for eight different systems,
so this process was repeated for each. The measurement data library contained in FDD
Evaluator contains 607 tests from nine systems, but one of these systems couldn’t be
modeled because it had an insufficient range of test conditions to train the model. Of the
eight remaining systems, there were several cases for which the model didn’t converge.
To make an even comparison, the FDD Evaluator’s measurement data library was
reduced to contain only those cases for which a model output exists. There were 536 such
cases.

Evaluation Results Using Both Data Sets
There are five types of aggregated result that are used to characterize FDD performance
in a typical evaluation (as described in Yuill et al. 2014b): 1. No Response rate; 2. False
Alarm rates; 3. Misdiagnosis rates; 4. Missed Detection rates; 5. No Diagnosis rates. The
latter four are organized on the basis of the impact that the fault imposes on the airconditioners’ capacity and efficiency. The impact for each scenario is quantified with a
fault impact ratio (FIR), defined as:
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𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 =

𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑢𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 =

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
.
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢

(C.1)

The calculation of False Alarm rates requires use of FIR. This is because an arbitrarily
small fault could be considered a fault, so detection of this fault would not constitute a
False Alarm. If the magnitude of the fault is not considered, all systems could thereby be
considered faulted. To address this in the False Alarm rate calculation, several fault
thresholds – dividers between what is and is not considered faulted, based upon FIR – are
imposed.

In a typical FDD evaluation, Misdiagnosis, Missed Detection, and No Diagnosis rates are
grouped into bins based upon FIR. However, for the model validation presented in this
paper, grouping these results by FIR does not provide additional understanding of the
model’s performance, so they are presented as overall rates.

Evaluation results have been generated using simulation and measurement data, and are
presented in the following sections.

No Response Rates
When a protocol cannot be applied to a given operating condition or equipment type, the
case is classified as No Response.
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Figure C-2: No Response rates for six FDD protocols using simulation data and
measurement data.

Since the operating conditions are identical for the two data input sets, the No Response
rates shown in Figure C-2 are mostly identical for the simulation and measurement data
sets.

False Alarm Rates
In an FDD evaluation, the False Alarm rate is one of the most important results. A False
Alarm is a case in which the FDD protocol detects a fault, but no significant fault is
present. The rates are organized on the basis of the fault threshold, which distinguishes
between a case that is considered significantly faulted, and a case that is not, as discussed
above. Much of the difference in the measurement- and simulation-based evaluation
results is caused by cases crossing from one category to the next because of minor
differences in calculated FIR, and is most pronounced at FIR values closer to 100%,
because there are fewer tests. The False Alarm rates for the six FDD protocols are
divided between Figure C-3 and Figure C-4, to reduce clutter. In all cases, the
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measurement-based results are represented with a dashed line, and the simulation based
results with a solid line.

Figure C-3: False Alarm rates for protocols A to C using simulation and measurement
data.

Figure C-4: False Alarm rates for protocols D to F using simulation and measurement
data.
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In Figure C-3, FDD A has reasonable agreement between the simulation and
measurement data evaluations. Except at the 100% point, the difference ranges from 3-10%
across the FIR range, with performance consistently better for simulation data. FDD B
has excellent agreement, except at 100% FIR. FDD C doesn’t agree quite as well, with a
fairly consistent offset of 10%. However, the rank order for all six protocols is the same
for the two data sets.

In Figure C-4 we see excellent agreement in general. The best performing protocol, FDD
E, also has the most complex algorithms. Its performance with simulation data is
excellent, and it is better and more consistent than its performance with measurement
data, exhibiting the expected upward slope with simulation data only. This suggests that
the modeled data may be more reliable than the measurement data (which are subject to
random error).

Half of the protocols have lower False Alarm rates with simulation data and half have
lower False Alarm rates with measurement data. This suggests that the discrepancies are
not caused by a bias, but by random differences.

Misdiagnosis Rates
A Misdiagnosis is a case in which a fault is present and the protocol detects a fault, but it
gives an incorrect diagnosis. For example: an overcharged system being diagnosed as
having non-condensable gas in the refrigerant. The Misdiagnosis rates presented below
are the total rates, without regard to FIR.
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Figure C-5: Misdiagnosis rates for six FDD protocols using simulation data and
measurement data.

Since FDD D is a detection-only protocol (it does not produce diagnoses), it always has a
0% Misdiagnosis rate. For the other protocols the differences in Misdiagnosis rate range
from 7 to 24%. Although these discrepancies are not negligible, the rank order between
the protocols is generally preserved. More importantly, the protocols tend to have lower
rates for the simulation data, which may indicate that experimental error distorts the
measurement data sufficiently that it doesn’t match the expected effects of faults. The
exception to this trend is FDD B. There were several cases in the measurement data for
which FDD B couldn’t make a diagnosis because the parameters didn’t follow any of its
diagnosis rules, but for the corresponding simulation case it was able to make a diagnosis.
This is why FDD B’s rate is higher for simulation (and vice versa for the No Diagnosis
results in Figure C-7), and bolsters the idea that experimental error causes the
measurement data to be less reliable than the simulation data.
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Missed Detection Rates
A Missed Detection is a case in which a fault is present, but the protocol indicates that
there is no fault.

Figure C-6: Missed Detection rates for six FDD protocols using simulation data and
measurement data.

In most cases the simulation and measurement rates agree quite well. The high rate for
FDD E is related to that protocol’s low False Alarm rate; it has looser tolerances to avoid
spurious detections. Conversely, the low rate for FDD D is a result of faults being
detected for nearly all input scenarios. Again, rank order is generally preserved.

No Diagnosis Rates
If a protocol detects a fault (and a fault is actually present) but does not provide a
diagnosis of the type of fault, it is classified as a No Diagnosis case. Some protocols,
such as FDD D, do not have diagnostic capabilities, so the No Diagnosis rate is always
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100%. Some protocols, such as FDD A and FDD F, do not provide detection without a
diagnosis, so their No Diagnosis rate is always 0%.

Figure C-7: No Diagnosis rates for six FDD protocols using simulation data and
measurement data.

The No Diagnosis rates have very good agreement. This is a good indicator of model
validity because No Diagnosis cases tend to occur for the more extreme scenarios – near
the limits of range for operating conditions and fault levels – which also tend to be the
most difficult to model. There are lower rates of No Diagnosis with simulation data,
which may indicate that the simulation is providing fewer unrealistic scenarios than
measurements with their attendant error.

Discussion of FDD Evaluation Results
The FDD evaluation results generated with simulation and with measurement data do not
agree perfectly. However, they clearly show similar trends in all of the plots. More
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importantly, in almost all cases a transition between simulation and measurement data
preserves the rank order of the performance for these six protocols. Since these protocols
use very different approaches and different inputs for their diagnostic algorithms, it is
reasonable to assume that these results will generalize to other protocols.

Returning to the question of the overall validity of this model for its intended application,
the results above need to be considered within the context of the FDD evaluation method
proposed within this thesis. The first form of performance metric, the plots and data
presented in CHAPTER 6, is useful primarily as a comparative tool for different FDD
approaches. From that perspective, the simulation and measurement data give equivalent
results. For example: FDD E is clearly the top performer overall, but it suffers a high
Missed Detection rate; FDD A is second best, but also has a high Missed Detection rate;
FDD D is not a useful protocol. Each of these results is the same whether measurement or
simulation data are used. The second performance metric, the figure of merit proposed in
0, has uncertainties in the inputs that are fairly large at present (fault prevalence, in
particular), and these uncertainties dwarf the differences between measurement and
simulation data results in this appendix.

What is not apparent from the results in this appendix, but is made clear in CHAPTER 6
is that the choice of input conditions has a much larger influence on FDD performance
than the shifts between simulation and measurement for identical conditions. This
strengthens the validity of the model in two ways. First, the model-induced differences
become less significant, or negligible, overall. Second, since the model allows control
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over the input conditions, its benefits outweigh any costs that may be imposed by the
model.

A final consideration on the validity of the model is that it is not known whether the
model or the measurements more accurately represent reality. The measurements are
subject to both random and bias experimental error, whereas the model is free of random
error, and in many of its components it is also free of bias error (for example, when
energy balances are applied). Most likely there are some scenarios in which the model is
better, and some in which the measurement is better. Therefore, the differences in Figure
C-2 to Figure C-7 should not be assumed to be model shortcomings.

Conclusions
A method for evaluating the performance of FDD protocols has been developed. It
requires realistic input data. A gray-box model has been developed to provide these input
data. A study of the validity of this model is presented in this paper. The cornerstone of
this validation is the comparative performance of several FDD protocols when evaluated
using an exactly equivalent set of input data from a) laboratory measurements, and b)
gray-box simulations at identical conditions. Some key conclusions of this validation
study are:
• In most cases the FDD evaluation results are very similar
• In most individual evaluation tests (False Alarms, Misdiagnosis, etc.) the rank
order of performance for the protocols is identical for the two input data sets
• In all cases, the overall performance rank order is preserved
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• The effects on performance when shifting from measurement to simulation are
small compared with the effects of changing the set operating conditions that
FDD protocols are tested with

Summarizing these conclusions, the gray-box modeling approach described by Cheung
and Braun (2013a, 2013b) is considered a valid source for input data to be used in
evaluating FDD protocols.
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Appendix D: Detailed Descriptions of Case Study FDD Protocols
RCA Protocol
The RCA protocol is specified in California’s current Title 24 – 2013 building energy
code (CEC 2012). It was included in a slightly different form in the 2005 and 2008
versions of the code. RCA is intended only to detect and diagnose high or low refrigerant
charge (2013 version) and also low evaporator airflow (2005 and 2008 versions). The
airflow diagnostic was intended to ensure that the evaporator had sufficient airflow for
the charge diagnostics to be applied. It was an available option if direct measurement of
the airflow wasn’t conducted. In 2013 the direct airflow measurement was required. The
RCA protocol is based primarily on manufacturer’s installation guidelines.

Title 24 specifies that the RCA protocol is to be applied to residential systems. However,
it has been used as the basis for utility-incentivized maintenance programs on residential
and commercial unitary systems. For this reason, and because there is no fundamental
difference between commercial and residential unitary systems, the input data from both
RTU and split systems were used in the evaluation.

The protocol is applied sequentially. The evaporator airflow is checked first. If the
airflow is deemed acceptable, then the charge algorithm is applied. The RCA uses the
following as its inputs: (1) return air dry bulb and wet bulb; (2) supply air dry bulb; (3)
ambient air dry bulb; (4) either evaporator superheat for FXO systems, or subcooling for
TXV systems; and (5) the manufacturer’s specified target subcooling value (for TXV
systems). Some of these inputs are used to gather target temperature split and target
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superheat values from two lookup tables. The inputs, and the values from lookup tables,
are used to determine whether temperature split (the air temperature difference across the
indoor unit) and superheat (for FXO systems) or subcooling (for TXV systems) are
within acceptable ranges, using a difference (∆) between the measured and target values.
For example, ∆ SH is calculated as: ∆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 − 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 .
The range of driving conditions for the lookup tables is limited, which means that the
protocol can’t be applied to some tests in the data library (i.e. gives No Response
outcomes). A flow diagram of the RCA protocol’s logic is shown in Figure D-1.

In this figure the inputs listed above are shown in red. The RCA output results are
shown in grey boxes. The process starts in the top left corner (if the temperature-split
airflow diagnostic is used), with return air dry bulb and wet bulb temperatures as inputs.
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Start1
TRA

Yes2 Use TRA and WBRA
to get target temperature
split from lookup table.

70 < TRA < 84
AND
50 < WBRA < 76

WBRA

No

Yes
Is ∆ split > 3?

Subtract target split
from measured split
to get ∆ split

TSA

Evaporator
airflow
fault

No

No Response
No

Yes
FXO expansion?

Use Tamb and WBRA to get

SH
56 < Tamb < 115

Tamb

AND

WBRA

50 < WBRA < 76

target superheat from
lookup table. Subtract
Yes2

No
SC

∆SC = SC - Target SC
-3 < ∆SC < 3 ?

Target SC

Yes

target from measured to
get ∆SH.

Yes
No Fault

No

-5 < ∆SH < 5 ?

No

If ∆SC < -3 then UC

If ∆ SH > 5 then UC

If ∆SC > 3 then OC

If ∆ SH < -5 then OC

Note 1: The first part of the protocol, intended to determine whether there is sufficient evaporator airflow, is an
optional approach that can be used if direct airflow measurement isn't conducted. If the evaporator airflow
diagnostic isn't used, the process starts in the box labeled "FXO expansion?"
Note 2: The lookup tables cover the ranges specified above, but there are several cells on each table that contain
dash marks, indicating that the protocol should not be applied. In these cases the result is "No Response".

Figure D-1: Flow diagram of logic for applying the RCA protocol (using 2008 Installer's
version).

RCA Versions: 2008, 2013, Installer & HERS
The RCA protocol has been modified with each new version of Title 24. In the 2008
energy code, a special version of the protocol was given for use by Home Energy Rating
System (HERS) raters, who provide field verification and diagnostic testing to
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demonstrate compliance with the standard. This version was identical except that it
included looser tolerances when comparing measured and target values of superheat,
subcooling, and temperature split. The standard provides a rationale for the different
tolerances:
“In order to allow for inevitable differences in measurements, the Pass/Fail
criteria are different for the Installer and the HERS Rater.” (RA 3.2.2.6.1, note
#5).

For example, the charge diagnostic for FXO systems is:
−5°𝐹𝐹 < �𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 − 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 � < 5°𝐹𝐹 → 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

(D.1)

while for the HERS rater the tolerance is increased 1°F above and below the target:
−6°𝐹𝐹 < �𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 − 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 � < 6°𝐹𝐹 → 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎.

(D.2)

The 2013 version of Title 24 has removed the temperature-split evaporator airflow
diagnostics option. There are other compliance options available to confirm that
sufficient airflow is attained prior to diagnosing charge faults. These generally involve
showing by direct measurement that the evaporator airflow is above 300 or in some cases
350 CFM per nominal ton of cooling capacity.

The 2013 version also has additional restrictions on the driving conditions under which
the protocol can be applied, such as a maximum outdoor (condenser inlet) air temperature
of 120°F for TXV-equipped systems, and a minimum return air (indoor) dry-bulb
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temperature of 70°F (whereas the 2008 protocol had this limitation only for outdoor air
temperatures from 55 – 65°F).

A summary of the differences in tolerances within the four versions of the RCA protocol
in the current (2008) version and the future (2013) version is shown in Table D-1.

Table D-1: Tolerances for 2008 and 2013 Installer and HERS versions of the RCA
protocol.

2008
Charge
Installer HERS
FXO (∆ superheat)
±5°F
±6°F
TXV (∆ subcooling)
±4°F
±3°F
Airflow
(∆ temperature split) +3°F
+4°F

2013
Installer
HERS
±5°F
±8°F
±3°F
±6°F
-

-

In the case of charge, if a fault is detected, it is diagnosed as “undercharged” if the
difference in Equation D.1 is above 5°F and “overcharged” if the difference is below -5°F.
This distinction is not specified for the HERS rater; the system simply fails the charge
test. However, to present a more meaningful evaluation here, the distinction is taken as
implied in the results presented below.

ADM Protocol
The ADM protocol was developed as part of ASHRAE research project RP-1274. It is
given this abbreviation because the contractor on the project was ADM Associates. The
protocol is briefly summarized below. Like the RCA protocols it is rule-based, providing
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acceptable ranges for several parameters. If a measured parameter is outside its range, a
fault is detected. Diagnosis is conducted by comparing the direction of the deviation
(above the range or below the range) with a set of rules laid out in a table.

The tables below are copied from the original report from ADM.
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Abbreviation
ET
SC
SH
ETD
CTD

COA

Definition
Evaporator temperature, defined as Tsat low side pressure
Sub-cooling = Condenser Saturation Temperature – Liquid Line
Temperature
Superheat
Temperature drop across evaporator
Air Temperature Increase over Condenser Coils, calculated by
subtracting ambient dry-bulb temperature from condensing
temperature (CT)
Condenser over air temperature, CT minus ambient temperature

The values for the parameters in the table above were calculated using the following equations.
ET, Lookup saturation temperature based on suction pressure from property table in
Appendix A
SC = CT – LT
SH = ST – ET
ETD = MATdb – SATdb
CTD = CA – OAT
COA = CT – OAT

MPS Protocol
The MPS protocol combines elements of the ADM protocol and Title 24 requirements for
a charge indicator display. The description below was programmed and evaluated, but
after seeing the results the developers applied some changes to the Matlab code to
improve the protocol’s performance. The results presented in CHAPTER 6 are from the
modified version of the protocol.
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Sources

Metric / Data Point

Prog Target

Title 24 2008
Reference Appendices
Table RA3.2-2

Ambient Dry Bulb
Temperature °F

>=65 °F

ASHRAE Research
Project 1274-TRP Table
2-7

Condenser Saturation
Temperature Over Ambient °F

ASHRAE Research
Project 1274-TRP Table
2-7

Evaporator Saturation
Temperature °F

Title 24 2008
Reference Appendices
Table RA3.2-2 = Target,
Title 24 2008
Reference Appendices
JA6.2.3-1b) = Range

Superheat °F

ASHRAE Research
Project 1274-TRP Table
2-7 = Target, Title 24
2008 Reference
Appendices JA6.2.31b) = Range

20 °F if Unit Inventory:SEER < 12
OR Unit Inventory:EER < 11
15 °F if Unit Inventor:SEER >=12
OR Unit Inventory:EER >=11
40 °F if Unit Inventory:SEER < 12
OR Unit Inventory:EER < 11
43 °F if Unit Inventor:SEER >=12
OR Unit Inventory:EER >=11
See Target Superheat Tab if Unit
Inventory:Type Of Expansion
Device = Capillary, Piston or Fixed
Orifice
Pre = LookUp(Pre ADBT, Pre
EAIWBT)
Post = LookUp(Post ADBT, Post
EAIWBT)
20 °F if Unit Inventory:Type Of
Expansion Device = TXV, TEV or
Electronic Expansion Valve

Subcool °F

15 °F if Unit Inventory:SEER < 12
OR Unit Inventory:EER < 11
10 °F if Unit Inventor:SEER >=12
OR Unit Inventory:EER >=11
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TM Protocol
The TM protocol (abbreviation for Thermodynamic Metrics) is a set of rules for typically
measured metrics of performance in air-conditioners. If the metric lies outside the
prescribed range, the unit is considered to have a fault. The protocol does not provide
diagnosis rules. This protocol was developed by a committee of air-conditioning service
industry leaders.
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The minimum driving conditions that shall be considered are:
1. Condenser inlet dry-bulb temperature (CIDB) or outdoor ambient temperature
(AMB)
2. Evaporator inlet dry-bulb temperature (EIDB)
3. Evaporator inlet wet-bulb temperature (EIWB)
4. Evaporator outlet dry-bulb temperature (EODB)
5. Evaporator outlet wet-bulb temperature (EOWB)

The minimum performance measurements that are affected by operating conditions that
shall be:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Low-side refrigerant pressure (SP)
High-side refrigerant pressure (LP) or (DP)
Suction-line refrigerant temperature (ST)
Liquid-line refrigerant temperature (LT)

Based on the measurements, the minimum calculated thermodynamic metrics (TMs) are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Effective evaporating temperature (ET)
Temperature Split (∆T)
Superheat (SH)
Subcooling (SC)
Condensing temperature over ambient (COA)

For each TM, capture the calculated value as well as the target specified by the
manufacturer.

If the calculated TMs are outside of the following ranges, please adjust the system or
explain why the values are appropriate.
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Thermodynamic Metric Temperature Range
ET

40-52

∆T

22-18

SH

16.5-23.5

SC

12.5-9.5

COA

20-30

SA Protocol
The SA protocol (abbreviation for Service Assistant) is a commercial product, developed
by Field Diagnostic Services, Inc. It is considerably more complex than the other
protocols that were evaluated in this project. It was provided to us for evaluation in the
form of a dynamic-link library (DLL) file, which we interfaced with our FDD Evaluator
software. The inputs that were passed to the DLL are shown in the table below.
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Table D-2: Inputs to SA protocol.
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VITA
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VITA
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